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From the Editors 

“It is easier now,” our colleague says. He refers to doing thought experiments in teaching 
or, more specifically, getting students to accept imagined cases that involve moral 
tradeoffs. That seems easier after experiencing a pandemic. Other colleagues around the 
table are starting to agree; however, not only is this true for students taking ethics courses, 
but attitudes seem to have changed among people on several levels in health care and 
various academic environments. 

The pandemic uncovered the preconditions for healthcare priority setting in a 
viciously transparent way. In situations with limited ventilators, beds in the intensive care 
unit, or vaccines, it is difficult for people to deny the moral importance of choices that can 
be made. Decision-makers on different levels need to decide who should get the resource 
and, by implication, who should not. In the context of COVID-19, many such decisions 
were made in the clinical context putting pressure on healthcare professionals. In this issue, 
Nowak et al. explore moral distress and medical decision-making in such situations. They 
argue that the pandemic has brought a problematic social atmosphere detrimental to 
ethical decision-making in a clinical context. This, in turn, leads to intensified moral stress 
among clinicians. Based on an empirical study of moral stress conducted in Poland and 
Lithuania, Nowak et al. propose strengthening the conditions for resilient medical 
decision-making.  

Irrespective of the extent to which the speculating professors around the table are 
right, ethical reflection and discussion about priority setting have, over the last two years, 
found their way from seminar rooms to various levels in health care systems as well as the 
public debate. Ethicists worldwide were now formulating ethical standpoints in guidelines 
that would make a real difference for the people affected by them rather than formulating 
these standpoints in journal papers. Furthermore, some questions that primarily attracted 
the interest of scholarly discussion are now contentious topics in public debate. One such 
pressing question in Scandinavia has been whether healthcare professionals should be 
prioritized for COVID-19 vaccines. In this issue, Jølstad & Solberg discuss this question 
with a particular focus on the notion of reciprocity. They argue that reciprocity-centered 
arguments in the context of healthcare priority setting may be problematic, especially 
concerning vaccines. According to their analysis, a plausible argument from reciprocity 
may be that since healthcare professionals incur risks, they should have priority to 
vaccines. However, many other essential workers may be justified in making the same 
claim. Therefore, it would be difficult to devise an argument from reciprocity to the effect 
that healthcare professionals are unique in this sense and, therefore, should get such a 
priority. Moreover, they point to reasons for utility maximization, the situation of the worst 
off, and equality that may have more normative weight than reciprocity reasons.  

The question about the distribution of vaccines for COVID-19 also has a pressing 
dimension of global justice. The contribution by Hicks & Gürtler focuses on this question 
and discusses the obligations that higher-income countries may have toward lower and 
middle-income countries during a global pandemic. They find that the global inequality 
concerning medical resources during the pandemic cannot be justified. They argue that 
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such resources should be distributed according to a global needs-based sufficiency 
principle. Higher-income countries have reason to accept this principle based on a duty to 
rectify historical injustice and a duty to refrain from upholding present unjust institutions, 
according to Hicks & Gürtler. In practice, this would mean that excess medical resources 
in higher-income countries should be redistributed to lower-income countries rather than 
being left to waste, that patents could be suspended during a pandemic, and that there 
should be an investment in global medical infrastructure.  

Finally, Hol & Solberg invite us to consider pandemic priority setting from a 
different perspective: that of the ancient philosophy of Epicureanism. This school of 
philosophy holds that death cannot be bad or good for the person who dies. There may, 
however, be other-regarding effects on, e.g., friends and family that make death bad. 
Taking Epicureanism as a starting point, Hol & Solberg take justifications of the response 
to the pandemic as having been overly preoccupied with the number of deaths while 
overlooking other sufferings that occur in lives as well as other societal effects. The badness 
of such effects may well outweigh the badness of death. An epicurean change of 
perspective on pandemic strategy may not support a different set of policies and practices. 
Still, it would give us a more sophisticated philosophical approach to this pressing issue of 
public concern. 

The motivation behind this special issue has been that the specific characteristics 
of COVID-19 put pressure on questions previously discussed in the literature on 
distributive justice in general and that of health care priority setting in particular. 
Furthermore, issues that were not previously the focus of the discussion in priority-setting 
ethics are now on that agenda. For example, how the regional and global perspectives 
cannot reasonably be discussed in isolation from each other. Whereas the papers published 
in this issue draw on experiences from working on ethical questions in relation to COVID-
19, each paper approaches the complexities of the pandemic from its own unique 
perspective. Which are the lessons learned?  

 
Erik Gustavsson, guest editor, and Lars Lindblom, executive editor 
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Another Pandemic. How Moral Distress Affected 
Polish and Lithuanian Clinicians 

Ewa Nowak, Anna-Maria Barciszewska, Roma Kriaučiūnienė, Agnė 
Jakavonytė-Akstinienė, Marina A. Klimenko, Clara Owen, Karolina 
Napiwodzka, & Paweł Mazur  

The COVID-19 pandemic has transgressed biomedical categories. 
According to Horton, a “syndemic” infected virtually all societal 
relations and practices. In particular, the pandemic has created 
sociomoral ecologies challenging clinical decision-makers. Constraints 
and pressures related to micro-, meso-, exo-, and macro-ecologies framing 
physicians, nurses, and medical students in training were identified. 
These factors exacerbated moral distress among clinicians. In a joint 
Polish-Lithuanian project, we examined predictors of moral distress in 
pandemic clinical contexts. A questionnaire-based, real-time, 
correlational, and comparative study was conducted in Poland and 
Lithuania after the first pandemic year with N=227 participants. The two 
national samples found unexpected differences in regular and pandemic-
type moral distress levels. Polish participants showed significantly higher 
moral distress levels than their Lithuanian counterparts. The following 
article discusses these findings and recommends reinforcing resilient 
medical decision-making.  

1. Introduction  

The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic challenged health policies and the healthcare 
workforce in an unprecedented way. Horton (2020) rebaptized it into a “syndemic,” for it 
has affected the overall societal life, including health provision and health education. Moral 
distress (moral injury) is one of the factors that is reported to seriously impair the quality 
of clinical decision-making in the regular routine of physicians and nurses. Let alone in 
respect of a barely known, highly contagious disease that causes a pandemic across the 
globe: then decisions – even difficult and risky – cannot be avoided or postponed to a later 
date. Framed by an unfavorable sociomoral atmosphere or environment (e.g., Colby et al. 
1987; Rousseau 1988; Lind, Hartmann and Wakenhut 2000; Weber et al. 2008) in which 
questioning the legitimacy of clinical decisions by patients, relatives, media, health 
policymakers, public opinion, etc., has become omnipresent, the pandemic can be regarded 
as a sociomoral, not only medical challenge. In contrast, a sociomoral atmosphere favorable 
to decision-makers is created by a constellation of the following factors: “the interplay of 
norms and value orientations as components of such an atmosphere, especially appraisal 
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of the community, care for one another, integration, open communication, trust, 
participation, collective responsibility, respect of human dignity, procedural fairness, 
order” (Weber et al. 2008, 172).  

In the following, we report on our Polish-Lithuanian study to examine levels of 
moral distress in health workers after the 1st year of the pandemic. Predictors for moral 
distress related to micro-, meso-, exo-, and macro-environments (ecologies, respectively) 
(e.g., Bronfenbrenner 1977; Eriksson et al. 2018) surrounding clinical decision-makers were 
identified. We will dedicate the ‘Theoretical Background’ Section to the theorization of 
these ecologies and the concepts mentioned above. Data were collected from physicians, 
nurses, and medical students using a questionnaire-based procedure. The method and 
results obtained will be presented and discussed in the subsequent sections. Unexpectedly, 
significant differences were found between Polish and Lithuanian participants, as well as 
within each national sample. We adopted the following hypotheses: (1) There is a 
correlation between moral distress level and nationality; (2) Moral distress levels 
significantly correlate with career stage (2a for Poland and 2b for Lithuania); (3) There can 
be correlations of age, work in intensive care units, and involvement in clinical decision 
making with moral distress level in participants; (4) There is a significant correlation 
between regular moral distress and pandemic-related moral distress.  

Regarding the choice of countries in which we conducted the study, we justify it 
as follows: In Poland and Lithuania, the pandemic was declared at the same time (March 
2020). The countries are neighbors and close in terms of cultural and historical experience 
(socialist past, democratic turn in 1989, EU accession in 2004, parallel modernization 
process, and institutional changes in the public health sector). As researchers, we were 
curious to know whether this affinity also translates into the preparedness of public health 
systems to deal with a pandemic. We were particularly interested in examining how 
healthcare providers deal with the moral distress generated by pandemic ecologies in both 
neighboring countries. For healthcare providers in both countries, the COVID-19 pandemic 
was the first and most common such dramatic challenge in decades, unlike for those from 
regions exposed to regular, epidemic, or endemic, highly contagious diseases, although 
“all countries remain dangerously unprepared for future epidemics and pandemic threats, 
including threats potentially more devastating than COVID-19”, as GHS Index 
demonstrates (https://www.ghsindex.org). Using this opportunity, since the level of 
regular (pandemic emergency unrelated) moral distress has not been examined in either 
country so far, we set out to score this type of distress as well.  

After World War II, in the Central and Eastern European region, where Poland and 
Lithuania are located, an emergency condition was rarely associated with an epidemic. 
Rather, it was associated with a military or terrorist attack, accidents, or radioactive 
contamination. This is evidenced by the range of emergency topics (e.g., Borkowska et al. 
2017). Except for the so-called Russian influenza in 1977, bio-assurance and 
epidemiological prevention were here more prominent in veterinary medicine than in 
human medicine (e.g., Gliński & Żmuda 2020; Janik 2016; Smreczak & Żmudziński 2016). 
The concept of creating a modern and integrated medical rescue system in Poland dates 
back to the last decade of the 20th century. In 1999, the health policy “Integrated Medical 
Rescue” was introduced, the aim of which was to prepare medical personnel and 
infrastructure and create clinical procedures (Romańczuk 2018, 31). In Lithuania, we can 
observe a parallel development. These developments correlated over time with the decline 
in mortality and improved population health after the collapse of the communist regime 
(Safaei 2012 and 2006; Vaitkaitis 2008; Karanikolos 2017). But did the health workers in 
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both countries deal similarly well with the most recent pandemic – namely, in terms of 
their own resilience to moral distress triggers? Responding to this question required 
pioneering research in both countries. The results of this research are presented below. 

2. Theoretical Background  

2.1 Theorising Moral Distress  

Moral distress is defined as “knowing the right thing to do but being unable to do so due 
to various constraints” (Jameton 1984; O’Byrne et al. 2021; Garrett 2020; Dzau et al. 2020; 
Lin 2020; Morley 2019; Wiggins & Wilbanks 2019; Bursztajn 1998). Although studies on this 
issue also use terms such as ‘moral injury’ (e.g., Borges et al. 2020; Williamson et al. 2020), 
‘moral suffering,’ ‘moral anguish’ (Godshall 2021), and ‘moral harm’ equivalently here, the 
scope of the latter experiences goes beyond professional (particularly medical and judicial) 
and even human contexts (e.g., Puryear 2017). In this article, we ponder moral distress, and 
it is precisely what we have been investigating. However, at a conceptual level, it is not 
moral distress but well-justified, correct, and valid judgments and opinions that are an 
integral component of medical decisions. Moral distress is, to put it adequately, an ‘alien 
body’ for decision-making processes. Even if it chronically accompanies such processes, it 
cannot be integrated into them as it brings crisis and disintegration to them (e.g., Silverman 
et al. 2022; Benoit et al. 2018). Instead, “this pressure to act unethically is the defining 
concept of this phenomenon that can threaten moral integrity and differs from situations 
that are emotionally distressing or morally troubling” (Silverman et al. 2022, 2).  

The emergency contexts produce specific constraints whose causation on medical 
decision-makers is well known. The sociomoral climate surrounding medical decision-
makers in these contexts may also show an additional causative effect on the quality of 
decision-making processes as such and the consistency of a subject’s performance. It may 
interfere with decision-making processes. A society confronted with an outbreak of an 
epidemic, a natural disaster, or a war can exert severe and multiple pressures on those 
making decisions critical to the life and health of society. Such “environmental influences,” 
micro- and macro-causalities, and their impact on “the interaction between thought, affect 
and action” in the affected decision-makers (Bandura 1989, 3) have been examined and 
described mainly – but not exclusively – in social psychology, discourse psychology, 
organizational and professional psychology (e.g., de Araújo et al. 2014; Castro de Araujo 
2014; Berrios 2009; Philips et al. 2004; Susser 1991; Mackie 1965; Mackie 1980; Cartwright 
1979), in particular for clinical decision making contexts (e.g., Cioffi 2021; Borges et al. 2020; 
Borkowska et al. 2019; Patel et al. 2018; Grady et al. 2018; Milliken 2018; Epstein & Delgado 
2010; Hamric et al. 2006; O’Donnell et al. 2008; Campbell et al. 2018; Austin et al. 2017; 
Wöhlke & Wiesemann 2016; Walston & Walston, 1982; Terris 1987).  

2.2 Identifying Regular versus Pandemic Moral Stressors in Social and Sociomedical 
Contexts  

Our study addresses moral distress in the context of medical decision-making in public 
healthcare. However, the scope of the term ‘moral distress’ is broader and can include 
decision-making in other public-priority contexts, particularly those of emergency (e.g., 
Taylor, 2022). Albeit speaking up and critical opinion is an integral part of public 
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deliberation or discourse, the latter, notably in the face of an emergency, include not only 
the “unforced force of the better argument” (Habermas 1999, 332) but also the force of the 
worse argument and the argument of force as well: for instance, verbal threat, pressure, 
accusation, etc., intended to undermine the legitimacy of decisions and the credibility of 
decision makers, here representing the public health institutions. From the discourse 
perspective, moral distress can be seen as a normative, however voiceless – reaction to 
arguments devoid of rightness, which address a professional representing a legitimate 
public institution, that is, public health care. These arguments are imbued with unjustified 
claims to validity, pressure, or persuasion towards the subjects who, in their professional 
and, at the same time, socially critical situation, are responsible for making the rightest 
decisions possible. Extraordinary circumstances, such as a permanent pandemic 
emergency, put healthcare providers on the front line and expose them to multiplied and 
omnipresent pressures (e.g., Froessl & Abdeen, 2021). 

The concept of socioecology, developed by Bronfenbrenner, will be helpful in 
localizing the sources of these pressures. Bronfenbrenner’s (1977) original division into 
micro, meso, exo, macro and chrono-level factors is useful for our research study as they 
all make up the global sociomoral ecology surrounding a medical decision maker. The 
macro-system level includes, inter alia, legislation, the organizational and structural set-up 
of the health system, as well as unprinted but widely held social norms and values 
(Eriksson et al. 2018, 419). Facing the 1st lockdown (March 2020), Polish and Lithuanian 
medical staff were already systemically overloaded. Poland had, on average, 2.4 physicians 
and 5.3 nurses per 1.000 citizens, while Lithuania had 4.85 physicians and 7.7 nurses 
(OECD 2020). The same report estimated Polish healthcare staff capacities as “doctors 
low/nurses low,” whereas the Lithuanian ones as “doctors high/nurses low.” Further, the 
Polish medical workforce confronted pandemic protocols, often questioning pre-existing 
standards (Grochal 2020; Klinger & Otto 2020). As a result, the Polish medical workforce 
frequently reported sociomoral confusion and pressures. Unlike in Poland, the Lithuanian 
health department adopted the pre-existing emergency protocols (Resolutions 207, 1226, 
V-2127, V-1504) and was able to mitigate confusion among clinical decision-makers from 
the very beginning of the first lockdown.  

The exosystem level “embraces social structures – major institutions of the society – 
such as the world of work, the mass media, and public agencies” (Eriksson et al. 2018, cf.). 
At this level, public opinion, media, and patient agencies generated pressure, particularly 
during the 1st lockdown. Both in Poland and Lithuania, medical decision-makers were 
publicly blamed, also for ‘spreading the virus’ due to dealing with infected patients; from 
this and other sources, it appears that patients have accused medical staff of poor 
procedures and decisions to work without proper uniforms; of coming into contact with 
non-infected patients just after contact with infected patients; of coming to work when a 
medical worker him/herself was infected – which may have occurred involuntarily until 
COVID-19 testing was available. As a result of the “crescendo effect” associated with 
chronic exposure to demanding sociomoral contexts (Borkowska et al. 2019, 102) when, 
after a certain time, the threshold of resistance and resilience to an unfavorable sociomoral 
atmosphere is broken, 43% of medical staff in Lithuania (in Poland 6%) were determined 
to give up their position (e.g., Buchelt & Kowalska-Bobko 2020; Piščalkaitė et al. 2021; 
Civinskas et al. 2021). An unrealistic view of medicine as omnipotent can also induce 
inadequate expectations in patients and inadequate feelings of guilt in physicians (Hong 
2017; Bell et al. 2002). On the other hand, in numerous countries, pre-pandemic and 
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pandemic negligence and deficits in healthcare make patients’ expectations be taken 
seriously (MHE 2021).  

The micro-level is synonymous with an immediate surrounding, that is, a setting, 
emergency room, hospital ward, or doctor’s office, with which medical workers interact 
daily and in which they make their decisions. The Meso-level “comprises interrelations 
between major settings containing an individual” (Eriksson et al. 2018, 419). Both micro- 
and Meso-level cover the professional role of nurses, who, according to research, face 
moral distress more often than doctors, precisely as a result of constant exposure to the 
manifold pressures arising from complex patient care (cf. Salari et al. 2022; Borkowska et 
al. 2019; Rice et al. 2008; Elpern et al. 2005). To this classic set of ecologies, we would add 
social media (digital ecologies), especially in the context of the hostile atmosphere created 
around clinicians on social media during the pandemic. Such ecologies may affect 
analogous human and social environments (e.g., Ruotsalainen and Heinonen 2015).  

During the pandemic, the key pressures generated at these levels referred to 
shortages of emergency equipment and hospital beds, the expectations and complaints of 
patients and their families about the alleged favoring of infected patients over regular ones, 
and tensions between medical workers. Due to these pressures, doctors and nurses 
perceived their workplace as ‘pathological’ (Otto-Duszczyk & Klinger 2020).  

Factors exemplified above were identified as predicting moral distress in clinical 
decision-makers. Subsequently, they were investigated in our study. It is worth 
mentioning that susceptibility to such factors also depends on the cognitive and 
competence training of the medical decision-maker in question. Lacking expertise on new 
diseases or logistic skills (Löwy 2020; Rosenbaum 2020) or low self-control of one’s own 
anxiety makes subjects more exposed to interference. As a result, limited ability to act in 
accordance with internal norms, limited courage to pass and justify decisions 
autonomously as a professional, low self-confidence, forced consent to perform or not to 
perform certain activities, professional ethos and habits’ erosion, moral disintegration, 
moral trauma (Crane et al. 2013; Rice et al. 2008; Elpern et al. 2005; Kälvemark et al. 2004; 
Baldwin et al. 1997; Gallery et al. 1992); even suicidal tendencies may follow (e.g., Siedlecka 
2020). Monitoring the level of moral distress is thus critical to prevent it and promote 
resilience in medical decision-makers.  

3. Methods  

3.1 Research Design  

A questionnaire was designed in Polish and Lithuanian composed of 1) a demographic 
item; 2) a 27-item Measure of Moral Distress for Health Care Professionals (MMD-HP) 
designed and revised by Epstein et al. (2019). On a five-point Likert scale, participants are 
asked to rate the items by frequency (0 = never to 4 = very frequently) and magnitude (0 = 
none to 4 = very strong); 3) a self-constructed 6-item pandemic moral distress scale. Finally, 
the construct ‘regular moral distress’ is based on 27 items, each item connoting one factor 
that interferes with clinical decision-making in the clinician’s daily practice apart from 
emergencies. In turn, the construct ‘pandemic moral distress’ includes 6 items connoting 
additional specific factors that emerged with the announcement of the pandemic and 
interfered with clinical decision-making during the first pandemic year. Based on more 
than 40 sources and, in addition, 60 micro-interviews, we identified a variety of factors 
responsible for specific moral distress during the pandemic and grouped them into six core 
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categories. These factors could be located within the global organizational, social, political, 
etc. ecology outlined in Section II, which surrounded the physician's or nurse's workplace 
during the first year of the pandemic. Finally, each of the six items in the second, self-
constructed questionnaire was preceded by the phrase ‘In making decisions that are right 
and consistent with the core values of the health professions, during the pandemic, health 
care providers’… 1) are exposed to pressure, complaints, and accusations from patients 
and their relatives; 2) are exposed to pressure, complaints, and accusations from their 
superiors and management; 3) are exposed to accusations from the media, social media, 
and public opinion; 4) are pushed to comply with new and separate clinical procedures 
and orders; 5) are threatened with persecution and legal criminal sanctions; 6) are accused 
of acting contrary to Christian values.  

The factors responsible for regular moral distress occur in any period of health care 
providers’ daily professional practice, i.e., in pre-, post-, and also pandemic contexts. In 
contrast, the factors responsible for pandemic moral distress are specific to the 
epidemiological emergency. Regular moral distress and pandemic moral distress are, 
therefore, two distinct psycho-moral response patterns and two distinct but related 
constructs (see Hypothesis 4, Section IV). They have common nature: an emotional state or 
tendency to experience moral distress across a variety of situations. This emotional state 
can be measured by a variety of questionnaires. Participants of our study confront the 
relevant situations in a given questionnaire and rate how frequently and in what intensity 
they experienced these situations during the past pandemic year. In terms of an operational 
definition, the self-reported measures contribute to the final regular moral distress and 
pandemic moral distress score.  

3.2 Procedure  

The study design allowed the integration of measures into a reliable and manageable 
platform. Approaching participants in real-time, when medical settings and universities 
were out of reach due to pandemic restrictions, was possible. The resulting study is a real-
time, correlational, comparative, and cross-sectional one.  

Respondents were invited through mailing managed by public medical 
universities and associations. Due to pandemic restrictions, the optimal way to access 
respondents was through online platforms. The questionnaire was accompanied by 
informed opt-out consent. Informed consent was an integral initial part of the 
questionnaire.  

3.3 Participants  

Participation was voluntary, random, and anonymized. Involvement in clinical experience 
collected during the 1st year of the pandemic was essential to participate. Data were 
collected from a total of N = 227, only adult subjects, male and female, of them from Poland 
N = 97, from Lithuania N = 130, representing 14 in-patient medical facilities and medical 
universities.  
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4. Results 

4.1 Sample characteristics  

In terms of total sample characteristics, of the N = 227 participants, 87.77% were female, 
and 12.33% were male participants. The Lithuanian subsample comprised 96.2% females 
and 3.8% males. Of the 88.5% represented cities of over 700,000 inhabitants. All participants 
were Lithuanian speakers. 48.5% were under 25 years of age, and 51.5% were over 25 years 
of age. As of the career stage, the subsample covered 16.9% of doctors, 41.5% of nurses, 
40.8% of students, and 0.8% of others. 88.7% of students represented year 1, 7.5% years 4 
and 5, and 3.8% year 6. 100% of participants declared involvement in collegial clinical 
decision-making during the 1st year of the pandemic. Regarding intensive care 
involvement, no data were available.  

There were 76.3% female and 23.7% male participants in the Polish subsample. 
77.3% represented cities with a population of over 700,000. All were Polish speakers. 52.6% 
were under 25 years of age, and 47.4% were over 25. As for the career stage, there were 
21.6% doctors, 14.4% nurses, 60.8% students, and 3.1% others. 28.8% of the students 
represented years 2 and 3, 35.6% years 5 and 6, and 35.6% year 6. 49.5% of Polish 
participants were not involved in clinical decision-making; 16.5% made clinical decisions 
individually; 34% participated in collegial decision-making during the first year of the 
pandemic. 62.9% had no experience with intensive care units; 37.1% had such experience. 
Relevant to our research, the clinical experience of the participants that indicates contact 
with healthcare facilities during the pandemic is depicted in Fig. 1:  

Fig. 1. Clinical experience in years by country.  

Scale Country N M SD Min Max Me W p 

MD 
Poland 97 93.16 62.21 0.00 316.00 88.00 0.93 < 0.001 *** 

Lithuania 130 57.45 55.37 0.00 246.00 39.50 0.88 < 0.001 *** 

PMD 
Poland 97 44.46 21.98 0.00 89.00 42.00 0.98 0.086  

Lithuania 120 23.55 21.66 0.00 80.00 17.00 0.90 < 0.001 *** 
 
Tab. 1. Descriptive statistics with the focus on normality of distribution test. N – number of 
participants; M – mean; SD – standard deviation; Min – minimum; Max – maximum; 
Me – median; MD – regular moral distress; PMD – pandemic moral distress.  
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In the tab. 1 above, for N = 97 participants from Poland and N = 130 from Lithuania, 
descriptive statistics, including mean, minimum and maximum, and median values of the 
variables regular moral distress and pandemic moral distress, are displayed. It was also shown 
that pandemic moral distress in the Polish subsample did not have a distribution 
significantly deviating from normal, W = 0.98; p = 0.086. The variables will be presented in 
the subsequent section.  

4.2 Findings  

Hypothesis 1: There is a correlation between moral distress level and country.  

In the current study, the Cronbach Alpha Coefficient was 0.94 (usually = 0.93). When it 
comes to regular moral distress, half of the Polish participants had a score of no lower than 
Me = 88.00. The lowest score among this group was Min = 0.00, and the highest was Max = 
316.00. Half of the Lithuanian participants had a score of no higher than Me = 39.50. The 
lowest score was Min = 0.00, and the highest was Max = 246.00. A significantly higher 
regular moral distress was found in the Polish participants (U = 3907.50; p < 0.001; U for 
non-parametric Mann-Whitney test/test statistics, respectively).  

As for pandemic moral distress: The originally self-developed scale appeared to 
have a very good internal consistency reliability with this sample, with a reported 
Cronbach Alpha Coefficient of 0.85. Half of the Polish participants scored no lower than 
Me = 42.00. The lowest score among this group was Min = 0.00, and the highest was Max = 
89.00. Half of the Lithuanian participants scored no higher than Me = 17.00. The lowest 
score was Min = 0.00, and the highest was Max = 80.00. Polish participants were 
characterized by significantly stronger pandemic moral distress than their Lithuanian 
counterparts (U = 2878.50; p < 0.001).  

Hypothesis 1 was confirmed: there was a significant correlation between regular 
moral distress or pandemic-type moral distress and country.  

Hypothesis 2a: Regular moral distress and pandemic moral distress significantly 
correlate with career stage in the Polish sample.  

For the purpose of the study, the extremely small occupation category other was 
eliminated. This was necessary for a reliable study of the correlation. It was rational to use 
the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test comparing the medians of the dependent variable 
in individual groups. The results are shown in Tab. 2:  
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Scale Career Stage χ2 df p Min Max Me 

MD  
Physician 

4.91 2 0.049 * 
24.00 316.00 91.00 

Nurse 23.00 229.00 60.50 
Student 0.00 205.00 91.00 

PMD  
Physician 

11.56 2 0.003 ** 
0.00 76.00 30.00 

Nurse 6.00 80.00 31.00 
Student 5.00 89.00 49.00 

 
Tab. 2. Correlation between regular and pandemic moral distress, and career stage in the Polish 
sample. χ2 – test statistics; df – degrees of freedom; p – statistical significance; Min – minimum; 
Max – maximum; Me – median; MD – regular moral distress; PMD – pandemic moral distress.  

Concerning regular and pandemic moral distress, groups defined in terms of career stage 
differed statistically significantly. To precisely determine between which groups the 
differences are significant, the Bonferroni post hoc test (pairwise comparison) was carried 
out to examine the regular and pandemic moral distress levels (medians) in relation to 
career stage between the three professional groups. The results of this test are presented in 
Tab. 3:  
 

Scale Career Stage P 

MD 
Physician Nurse 0.039 * 
Physician Student 0.081  

Nurse Student 0.941  

PMD  
Physician Nurse 0.989   
Physician Student 0.016 * 

Nurse Student 0.030 * 
 
Tab. 3. Correlations between regular moral distress or pandemic moral distress and career stage 
in the Polish sample: a pairwise comparison; p – statistical significance.  

Significant statistical differences between Polish physicians and nurses were stated, χ2 (2, 
N = 94) = 4.91; p = 0.049. Half of the physicians had regular moral distress no lower than 
Me = 91.00, while half of the nurses had regular moral distress no higher than Me = 60.50. 
Polish physicians showed a significantly higher regular moral distress level than nurses. 
As of pandemic moral distress, statistically significant differences were found between 
Polish students and physicians and nurses, χ2(2, N = 94) = 11.56; p = 0.003. In half of the 
students, pandemic moral distress was no lower than Me = 49.00. In half of the physicians, 
pandemic moral distress was no higher than Me = 30.00, and in half of the nurses, pandemic 
moral distress was no higher than Me = 31.00. The study showed that Polish medical 
students faced significantly higher pandemic moral distress levels than physicians or 
nurses. Hypothesis 2 was partially confirmed: there is a significant correlation between 
regular and pandemic moral distress and career stage among the Polish respondents.  

Hypothesis 2b: Regular and pandemic moral distress significantly correlate with 
career stage in the Lithuanian sample.  
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Scale Career Stage χ2 Df P Min Max Me 

MD 
Physician 

5.10 2 0.078  
0.00 187.00 68.50 

Nurse 0.00 246.00 38.00 
Student 0.00 218.00 24.00 

PMD 
Physician 

10.26 2 0.006 ** 
0.00 16.00 5.00 

            Nurse 0.00 78.00 21.00 
          Student 0.00 80.00 24.00 

 

Tab. 4. Correlations between regular moral distress, pandemic moral distress and career stage in 
the Lithuanian sample. χ2 – test statistics; df – degrees of freedom; p – statistical significance; 
Min – minimum; Max – maximum; Me – medians.  

Hypothesis H2b was entirely confirmed, a significant effect of occupation on regular-type 
moral distress and pandemic-type moral distress was observed.  

As of pandemic moral distress, significant statistical differences were found 
between physicians, nurses and students in Lithuania, χ2(2, N = 129) = 10.26; p = 0.006. 
In half of the physicians, pandemic moral distress was no higher than Me = 5.00. In half 
of the nurses, pandemic moral distress was no higher than Me = 21.00, and among half of 
the students, it was no lower than Me = 24.00. It was found that Lithuanian physicians 
had statistically significantly lower pandemic moral distress levels than nurses and 
students (in contrast, of the Lithuanian physicians, half reported regular moral distress 
no lower than Me = 68.50; half of the nurses no higher than Me = 38.00; and half of the 
students no higher than Me = 24.00). However, a detailed analysis using a multiple 
regression model identified a significant effect of working as a physician on the level of 
regular moral distress. The coefficient β = 0.52; p = 0.045 indicates a strong positive 
correlation of regular moral distress with working as a physician. In Lithuania, 
physicians were thus more likely to suffer from regular moral distress than nurses and 
students. At the same time, a strong negative correlation between physicians’ work and 
pandemic moral distress level was found, β = -0.94; p = 0.001. Thus, Lithuanian physicians 
were far less affected by pandemic-type moral stressors than nurses and students, as 
displayed in Tab. 5:  

  

Dependent 
variable 

Model Regression values  
R2 F df p  Predictor Β T P 

MD 

0.02 1.69 125 0.173   96.00 3.74 < 0.001 *** 
     Career of a physician: 

physician – nurse or 
student 

0.52 2.03 0.045 * 

PMD 

0.11 7.94 115 < 
0.001 

***  31.61 9.53 < 0.001 *** 

     Career of a physician: 
physician – nurse or 
student 

-0.94 -3.39 < 0.001 *** 

 
Tab. 5. Effect of statistically significant predictors on regular and pandemic moral distress levels 
in the Lithuanian group – a multiple regression model. R2 – the proportion of the variance for a 
dependent variable that's explained by an independent variable; F – test statistic for the overall 
regression model; df – degrees of freedom; β – standardized beta value; t – test statistics for 
distinguished predictors; p – statistical significance.  
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Fig. 2. Correlation between regular moral distress and different career stages in the Lithuanian 

sample.  

Furthermore, Hypothesis 2a was partially confirmed: there was a significant correlation 
between regular moral distress and career stage amongst Lithuanian respondents. Fig. 2 
displays differences in the level of regular moral distress in nurses and students compared 
to physicians. During the first pandemic year, Lithuanian physicians experienced higher 
regular moral distress than nurses and students.  

Finally, correlations of (1) age, (2) work in intensive care units, (3) involvement in 
clinical decision-making (as reported by participants in the demographic section) with 
levels of regular moral distress and pandemic-type moral distress were examined for the 
Polish sample (data of «2» and «3» were not available for the Lithuanian sample), as 
depicted in Tab. 6:  

  

Dependent 
variable 

Model Regression value  
R2 F df p  Predictor Β T p 

 MD 

0.08 3.05 92 0.021 *  103.48  4.76 < 0.001 *** 
     Intensive care: Yes-

No 
0.43 2.07 0.041 * 

     Clinical decision 
making: Yes-No 

0.43 2.14 0.035 * 

PMD 
0.16 19.48 95 < 

0.001 
***  69.29 11.58 < 0.001 *** 

     Age -0.41 -4.41 < 0.001 *** 
 
Tab. 6. Effect of statistically significant predictors on regular MD levels among the Polish 
participants – a multiple regression model. R2 – the proportion of the variance for a dependent 
variable that’s explained by an independent variable; F – test statistics for the overall regression 
model; df – degrees of freedom; β – standardized beta value; t – test statistics for distinguished 
predictors; p – statistical significance.  
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Limited to the Polish sample, this analysis found a significant effect of work in intensive 
care units on the level of regular moral distress; β = 0.43; p = 0.041 indicates a moderately 
strong positive correlation of regular moral distress with work in intensive care units, as 
the value of the variable describing this type of medical work changes from ‘No’ to ‘Yes,’ 
the level of regular moral distress increases. In other words, working in intensive care units 
is associated with high levels of regular moral distress. A positive, moderately strong 
correlation of regular moral distress with involvement in clinical decision-making was also 
observed, β = 0.43; p = 0.035. The study also found a significant, moderately strong, 
negative effect of age on levels of pandemic moral distress, β = -0.41; p = 0.001: the older a 
participant, the lower the pandemic moral distress level. As a result, Hypothesis 3 was 
partially supported: that working in intensive care units and involvement in clinical 
decision-making are significant predictors of regular moral distress in Polish participants. 
Subjects not involved in clinical decision-making showed lower levels of regular moral 
distress accordingly (Fig. 3). Again, age was a significant predictor of pandemic moral 
distress measured in the Polish study participants (Fig. 4):  

Fig. 3. Polish sample: correlation between regular moral distress level and involvement in the 
clinical decision and between regular moral distress level and working in intensive care units.  
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Fig. 4. Correlation between age and pandemic moral distress in the Polish sample.  

Hypothesis 4: There is a significant correlation between regular moral distress and 
pandemic-related moral distress.  

The analyzed variables were quantitative variables. Therefore, a correlation coefficient has 
been used. The type of coefficient used was determined by the nature of the distribution of 
the variables, which was verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test.  
 

   PMD   

Poland MD 
rho 0.319 ** 

p 0.001   

Lithuania MD 
rho 0.273 ** 

p 0.003   

Total MD 
rho 0.365 *** 

p < 0.001   
 
Tab. 7. Correlation between regular moral distress and pandemic moral distress; rho – Spearman’s 
correlation coefficient; p – statistical significance.  
 

The Polish sample had a statistically significant correlation, rho = 0.32; p = 0.001, between 
regular moral distress and pandemic-related moral distress. The correlation was weak, as 
evidenced by the rho coefficient value ≤ 0.3. It was a positive correlation, meaning that 
when regular moral distress increases, the pandemic-related distress also increases (see 
Fig.5). In the Lithuanian sample, there was also a statistically significant correlation rho = 
0.27; p = 0.003 between regular moral distress and pandemic-related moral distress. The 
correlation was moderately strong (as evidenced by a coefficient of 0.3 < rho ≤ 0.5) and 
positive. This means that as regular moral distress increases, pandemic-related distress also 
increases (as demonstrated in Fig. 6):  
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Figure 5 and Figure 6. A weak positive correlation between regular and pandemic moral distress in the Polish 
sample and a moderately strong positive correlation between regular and pandemic moral distress in the 
Lithuanian sample.  

In the total study sample, there was likewise a statistically significant correlation rho = 0.37; 
p < 0.001 between regular moral distress and pandemic-related moral distress. The 
correlation was moderately strong and positive (as demonstrated in Fig. 7):  

 

Fig. 7. A moderately strong positive correlation between regular and pandemic moral distress in the total 

sample.  

On the basis of the above results, the hypothesis was accepted: there was a statistically 
significant correlation between moral distress regularly accompanying the work of a 
doctor or nurse and pandemic-related moral distress in Polish and Lithuanian subsamples, 
as well as in the total sample. This means that the two types of moral distress are separate 
but significantly correlated constructs. This also indicates that the authors’ 6-item 
measuring tool to score pandemic moral distress can be a useful supplement to existing 
tests.  

5. Discussion  

To sum up, a total of N = 227 participated in the study, of them from Poland, N = 97, from 
Lithuania, and N = 130. The levels of regular and pandemic moral distress were twice as 
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high in Polish respondents compared to Lithuanian counterparts; Hypothesis 1 was 
confirmed.  

Statistically significant correlations were found between the level of moral distress 
and career stage; Hypotheses 2a and 2b were confirmed. Polish physicians experienced the 
highest level of regular moral distress; meanwhile, pandemic-type moral distress affected 
Polish students the most. It was found that Lithuanian physicians had statistically 
significantly lower pandemic moral distress levels than nurses and students. However, 
they were more likely to suffer from regular moral distress than nurses and students.  

Hypothesis 3, according to which working in intensive care units and involvement 
in clinical decision-making were significant predictors of high regular moral distress in the 
Polish sample, was confirmed. The study also found a significant, negative, and 
moderately strong effect of age on levels of pandemic moral distress. Older participants 
better dealt with pandemic-type moral stressors; Hypothesis 3 was tested only for the 
Polish sample.  

Hypothesis 4, that the two types of moral distress are distinct but positively and 
moderately strongly correlated constructs, was confirmed. 

The findings also showed that after a year of dealing with the pandemic in the 
unfavorable sociomoral climate, Polish and Lithuanian health workers experienced very 
unequal levels of moral distress. The differences may be due to the distinct organizational 
cultures of Lithuanian healthcare and Polish healthcare systems and different type of 
clinical training. In the Lithuanian context, policies and procedures were implemented 
preemptively so that “Lithuania was one of the first countries to take steps against the 
virus, way before the pandemics were announced” (Savickas 2020; on the meaning of 
moral distress research for healthcare planning see Wöhlke & Wiesemann 2016). 
Meanwhile, in Poland, ”health care providers themselves evaluate the anti-COVID 
procedures as good, but their implementation as inadequate and ineffective (…). The 
public administration’s stance in a nutshell: we shall see what will happen. Safety 
procedures could have been implemented much earlier” (Kaczmarczyk 2020). As for 
medical facilities in Poland, “the audit found that they were not prepared to manage an 
epidemic” (source: Dziennik. pl 2020). Also, treatment of patients with other diseases was 
assessed in the same audit as “overly limited” (NIK/Supreme Audit Office 2022).  

Nonetheless, similarities were observed. In both countries, physicians responsible 
for critical clinical decisions reported the highest level of regular moral distress, which 
chronically accompanies clinicians, but lower levels of pandemic moral distress. 
Participants not exhausted by demanding ICU work and decision-making generally better 
dealt with pandemic moral distress. In contrast, high levels of pandemic moral distress 
were observed in Polish students. Unlike their Lithuanian counterparts, they had limited 
insight into new and frequently changing procedures due to remote education.  

In the northeastern European region, pre-pandemic levels of moral distress were 
previously rarely investigated. Borkowska et al. (2019) used the screening method based 
on Moral Distress Thermometer (MDT) with Polish nurses in anesthesia and ICU, 
particularly in the context of extra workload hours (mean score 4.43). Laurs et al. (2020) 
identified that 32.3% of Lithuanian nurses experienced a low level of moral distress (mean 
score of 1.09), 33.9% a moderate level of distress (mean score of 2.53), and 33.8% a high 
level of distress. However, due to the discrepancy in research tools and methods, these 
results cannot be related to ours. Nor can the widespread hypothesis be followed according 
to which nurses experience stronger regular-type moral distress than doctors. The results 
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for the Lithuanian sample do not fully confirm this, while the results for the Polish sample 
found that doctors had higher levels of pandemic moral distress than nurses.  

6. Strategies to Deal with Moral Distress  

As	for	resilience, usually associated with remedies against moral distress, in demanding 
professions and contexts, it is usually defined as “the ability to operate stably” (Omrane et 
al. 2020; Delikat & Smereka 2021) under unfavorable or critical circumstances, so it refers 
to robustness or immunity to them (cf. Lind 2021). In their “mutual dependencies” (Elwyn 
et al. 2012: 1361), the health provider and the patient are autonomous and, at the same time, 
open to each other. Resilience is needed when external pressures, including interpersonal 
ones, challenge professional expertise, evidence, and ethical standards. It thus refers to “an 
individual’s capacity to overcome fear and stand up for his/her core values” (Lachman 
2007a; 2007b), be they epistemic or moral. Resilience and moral courage are related 
(Thomas & McCullough 2015; Reyes et al. 2015; Lachman 2010; Murray 2010). Oser and 
Reichenbach (2005) defined resilience as an individual resistance to both external and 
internal pressures “for morality’s sake” and emphasized that “real biographical or 
historical moral decision making and action always requires something like moral courage, 
or the will to stand up against unjustified expectations and pressure. There is no relevant 
moral decision making without stress” (Oser & Reichenbach 2005, 204), isolated or 
alienated from social context and one’s moral self, they argue. “Situated judgments are 
influenced by the specific contexts and their constraints, by the feelings of the actors, by 
expectancy patterns, by the moral indignation of persons concerned or involved, and, of 
course, by other factors” (cf. Oser & Reichenbach 2005, 218). Thus, resilience is proved 
when a subject is able to resist to and neutralize “pressure or constraints regarding 
resources” (cf. Oser & Reichenbach 2005, 218; Habermas 1981; Zajonc 1989) while making 
a justified decision in challenging contexts. The strategies of pandemic frontline emergency 
healthcare professionals to deal with moral distress have so far been addressed by few 
qualitative studies. For instance, “coping strategies included limiting exposure to negative 
media, drawing upon religious beliefs, and taking strength from their motivation to serve 
their patients and country,” “fostering positive emotions and mental wellbeing (…) by 
implementing flexible workplace policies and by ensuing physical protection from the 
virus (…) social networks, peer support, and a focus on self-care” (Brown et al. 2021, 2; see 
also Hossain & Clatty 2021 and Romero-García et al. 2022) were identified as fostering 
resilience in medical workers. For instance, according to Brown and colleagues, sources of 
resilience can be 1) personal (self-care and mindset based), 2) relational (teamwork, 
altruism, and social support, family and friendship), and 3) organizational (“design and 
implementation of policies and procedures”). This means that support can be drawn from 
these sources in situations where an unfavorable sociomoral atmosphere thickens around 
the decision-maker. As to personal and professional sources, Kristjánsson (2016, 708) 
would complement them with personal and professional virtue or phronesis, which can be 
understood as the well-developed competence to make the right and just judgments and 
decisions regardless of unfavorable contexts.  

7. Limitations of the Study  

Regarding the limitations of the study, one major limitation of the study was the male 
participants’ disparity in Polish and Lithuanian samples. Such a disparity was confirmed 
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by related studies (e.g., Basevičiūtė et al. 2022). This can also be attributed to the increasing 
feminization of health professions in the EU. Second, participants’ survey fatigue, related 
to the pandemic research boom, was identified. Pandemic response rates are generally 
lower than pre-pandemic ones (cf. De Koning et al. 2021; Rothbaum & Bee 2021). We have 
carried out a real-time study, and such a study in the case of moral distress can, by itself, 
increase discomfort in respondents, already sufficiently distressed in their professional 
contexts. Third, data on ICU work and clinical decision-making involvement in Lithuania 
were not available. Further, due to the difference in teaching modes, Lithuanian nursing 
students were only able to participate in a pen-and-paper survey. An additional limitation 
is the relatively small number of participants in the study. In this part of Europe, not least 
in times of pandemic, it is very difficult to get medical professionals and medical students 
to participate in any study. One obstacle is the fear of the consequences for the health 
workers of revealing their names and answering the authorities. Our team encountered 
this concern and is aware of the strong hierarchization of the medical community.  

8. Conclusion  

In conclusion, the most important finding is that, after the first year of the pandemic, Polish 
participants demonstrated significantly higher levels of regular and pandemic moral 
distress than their Lithuanian counterparts. The policies, healthcare organization, and, 
finally, the sociomoral ecology in which Lithuanian healthcare providers were on duty 
during the pandemic emergency allowed them to experience lower moral distress levels 
compared to their Polish counterparts. According to sources documenting the condition of 
the Polish healthcare providers due to constant health sector reforms and the overly critical 
opinion of the organizational structure and culture of this sector, both in the eyes of 
medical professionals and patients (e.g., Nowak, Barciszewska, and Napiwodzka 2023), it 
can be assumed that the pandemic amplified the regular moral distress and generated a 
novel, pandemic-type moral distress. We have defined and explored this new type of moral 
distress as distinct from regular moral distress. The scale we constructed to measure 
pandemic moral distress proved to be a reliable research tool. Despite some difficulties in 
conducting this pioneering study in real-time, under the demanding lockdown conditions, 
we investigated and compared for the first time the levels of regular and pandemic moral 
distress in two neighboring countries in north-eastern Europe after the first year of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. At this time, when confronted with a little investigating but a highly 
virulent microbe, populations reacted with strong emotions such as fear for their lives, 
suspicion, and hostility towards those responsible for saving lives. Little is still known 
about the developmental dynamics of the Polish and Lithuanian public health systems in 
the post-pandemic era (although it is said in medical circles that COVID-19 is gone, has the 
pandemic ended?). Here, we have used all sources of information available on the subject 
at this time. At the same time, we realize that further research is needed, including research 
explaining, for example, the relatively high mortality rate during the pandemic in Poland 
and the relationship of this factor to increased public criticism of the administration and 
healthcare workers.  

From a broader, international perspective, closer examination with follow-up 
studies could explain how to improve or maintain favorable ecologies as well as safe and 
successful clinical decision-making exactly when health provision is of critical importance 
for society (cf. Nielsen & Abildgaard 2013; Abbasi et al. 2019). Ecologies of healthcare, 
including the organizational and the communal, need to be systematically improved to 
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protect the medical workforce against ecologies that escalate moral distress and lead to the 
disintegration of decision-making processes.  

Let us conclude with Margaret Atwood: in the face of “an emergency crisis,” 
“when there’s an epidemic of panic, people long for something to blame, because if you 
can find the thing to blame, you can eliminate the threat” (Atwood 2020).  
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Reciprocity as an Argument for Prioritizing 
Healthcare Workers for the COVID-19 Vaccine 

Borgar Jølstad & Carl Tollef Solberg 

During the recent debates on whether to prioritize healthcare workers for 
COVID-19 vaccines, two lines of argument were prevalent, namely 
arguments centered on maximizing health, either with or without a 
special emphasis on the worse off, and arguments centered on reciprocity. 
In this article, we scrutinize the arguments of reciprocity. The notions of 
fittingness and proportionality are fundamental for the act of 
reciprocating, and we consider the importance of these notions for various 
arguments from reciprocity, showing that the arguments are problematic. 
If there is a plausible argument for reciprocity during the COVID-19 
pandemic, this is most likely one that centers on the risk that healthcare 
workers take on as part of their jobs. Furthermore, we argue that the scope 
of this argument should not be extended only to healthcare workers, other 
essential workers at risk are in a position to make the same arguments. 
We also consider whether reciprocating with vaccines, rather than by 
other means, is necessary. Allocating vaccines based on reciprocity will 
arguably conflict with utility-maximizing, concerns for the worse off, and 
equity concerns. Given the weak state of the reciprocity arguments, we 
conclude that overriding these concerns seem unreasonable. 

Introduction 

During the recent debates on whether healthcare workers should be given priority for 
COVID-19 vaccines, two lines of arguments were prevalent, namely arguments for 
maximizing utility1, either with or without a special concern for the worse off, and 
arguments from reciprocity2. For instance, the WHO SAGE guidelines explicitly 

	
1 As will become clear, while we will talk of “maximizing utility” in the paper, we do not mean to 
imply that arguments from utility are necessarily strictly utilitarian. Those arguing from utility might 
endorse more complex consequentialist theories such as prioritarianism.  
2 A third line of argument centers on the importance of fair chances, essentially following the 
argument against distributing based on numbers made by John Taurek (1977). According to Taurek, 
giving people equal chances is important. See, for instance, Peterson, M. (2008) for an argument for 
giving everyone a (weighted) chance for a vaccine. If working in the healthcare sector involves a 
higher risk of being exposed to the virus, this would mean prioritizing healthcare workers in some way 
(perhaps by giving them more tickets in a vaccine lottery). There are two reasons why we do not 
consider this line of argument in the article. The first reason is that this argument does not seem to 
have been prevalent during the pandemic. The second reason is that our concern in this paper is with 
arguments from reciprocity, and arguments from utility seem sufficient as a contrary line of argument. 
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recommend reciprocity as a crucial value for distributing vaccines3. Arguments from utility 
and reciprocity are often conflated when framed by healthcare workers themselves. While 
an argument for reciprocity may have an intuitive appeal – especially during a pandemic 
– it remains unclear precisely how it should operate. Furthermore, the ethical roots of 
utility maximization and reciprocity are different; while utility maximization can be 
explained on purely consequentialist grounds, an argument for reciprocity needs support 
from non-consequentialist theories.  

This article explores the potential strengths and weaknesses of arguments for 
reciprocity regarding prioritizing healthcare workers for the COVID-19 vaccine and 
explores the twin issues of how and whom to reciprocate. We begin by summarizing how 
reciprocity has been used and defined in central policy documents for vaccine priority-
setting. We then proceed to explore the philosophical grounds for reciprocity. This stage-
setting allows us to explore how reciprocity may relate to the priority-setting of COVID-19 
vaccines for healthcare workers. We then consider whether arguments from reciprocity 
suggest prioritizing healthcare workers solely or whether other essential workers at risk 
have a similar claim. Finally, we conclude that arguments from reciprocity do not 
necessarily suggest singling out healthcare workers for priority for COVID-19 vaccines. 
While our normative arguments have a broad scope of relevance, we largely make use of 
the Norwegian setting as a case study.  

Reciprocity in pandemic policy  

Precisely how has reciprocity been argued for during the COVID-19 pandemic? One of the 
most prominent examples is to be found in the WHO SAGE recommendations. The WHO 
SAGE states four central values – well-being, equal respect, equity, and reciprocity – and 
recommends that reciprocity could be considered towards groups that have been placed 
at a disproportionate risk while attempting to mitigate the adverse effects of the pandemic. 
Reciprocity is further explained as an attempt “to protect those who bear significant 
additional risks and burdens of COVID-19 to safeguard the welfare of others, including 
health and other essential services.” (p.11). The WHO SAGE selects frontline healthcare 
workers as one such group and further recommends reciprocating healthcare workers with 
a high to very high risk of infection and transmission of SARS-CoV-2 because they play 
essential roles, work under intense conditions, and put themselves and their households 
at higher risk for the sake of others.4  

By contrast, the Norwegian expert panel for the priority-setting of COVID-19 
vaccines deliberately decided not to include reciprocity as a value affecting the priority 
order of vaccines.5 They furthermore recommended two main groups for receiving priority 
for COVID-19 vaccines in the initial scarcity phase – the at-risk group6 and healthcare 
workers. The Norwegian expert panel argued that the at-risk group should be ranked first 

	
3 World Health Organization, ‘WHO SAGE Roadmap For Prioritizing Uses Of COVID-19 Vaccines 
In The Context Of Limited Supply’. 
4 World Health Organization, ‘WHO SAGE Roadmap For Prioritizing Uses Of COVID-19 Vaccines 
In The Context Of Limited Supply’.  
5 Eli Feiring and others, ‘Advice on Priority Groups for Coronavirus Vaccination in Norway’, 27. 
6 With the term “at-risk group”, we refer to those who are more likely to become severely ill as a result 
of COVID-19-infection, such as the elderly and those with pre-existing conditions. Prioritizing this 
group can be understood both as maximizing utility and as a concern for the worse off. 
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while transmission rates remained low and that health workers should rank first during 
periods of higher transmission rates. This ranking was argued to be necessary to preserve 
the integrity of the healthcare system and was thus clearly an argument from utility. In the 
discussions that followed in Norway, critical voices emerged. Groups of Norwegian 
practicing physicians, and particularly a group of prominent anesthesiologists, argued that 
healthcare workers should get first priority for COVID-19 vaccines under any 
circumstance. In these discussions, a reciprocity-like argument seemed to play a role. For 
instance, the anesthesiologists highlighted that healthcare workers have a right to 
protection when asked to do work that may imply a risk for their own life and health, 
which along with utility arguments led them to conclude that healthcare workers should 
receive first priority to pandemic vaccines under any circumstance.7  

The Nordic countries are particularly relevant comparisons for the Norwegian 
setting. Reciprocity also comes into play in a review from these countries of arguments for 
prioritizing COVID-19 vaccines for healthcare workers. The authors state that “healthcare 
workers deserve reciprocity for putting their lives on the line for the lives of others” (p. 6). 
They also argued that a social contract needs to include reciprocity because this will raise 
trust among healthcare workers who take the risk.8 

The Danish Council on Ethics did not mention the value of reciprocity directly. 
However, in a July 2020 report they discuss reciprocity-relevant concerns. To elaborate, the 
Council illuminates that healthcare workers have been at risk of harm due to their work. 
This potential harm may include direct morbidity because of SARS-CoV-2 infection as well 
the risk of transmitting the disease to others and to vulnerable patients (with potentially 
lethal consequences), potential transmission to family members and friends, and the 
necessity of frequent quarantine and isolation for the healthcare workers themselves. One 
could also add that daily work with personal protective equipment (PPE) and extra work 
because of sick colleagues and colleagues in quarantine may add to the totality of 
individual risk. On this basis, the Danish Council argues that the state may have a special 
duty towards its healthcare workers during a pandemic like COVID-19.9 It is also 
important to note that a set of central articles and policy documents concerned with the 
priority setting of COVID-19 do not mention reciprocity directly nor include indirect 
reciprocity-like discussions.10, 11 

To sum up, there are predominantly two trends concerning reciprocity for 
healthcare workers in the current COVID-19 pandemic. The first is that one is mainly 
concerned with risk (rather than harms and benefits), and the second is that it seems to be 
taken for granted that priority for COVID-19 vaccines is the best way to reciprocate 
healthcare workers at risk. Clearly, an under-theorized concept of reciprocity has emerged 

	
7 Jon Henrik Laake and others, ‘Etikkeksperter på villspor’, Tidsskrift for Den norske legeforening, 
2020. 
8 Bjorg Thorsteinsdottir and Bo Enemark Madsen, ‘Prioritizing Health Care Workers and First 
Responders for Access to the COVID19 Vaccine Is Not Unethical, but Both Fair and Effective – an 
Ethical Analysis’, Scandinavian Journal of Trauma, Resuscitation and Emergency Medicine, 29.1 
(2021), 77. 
9 Det Etiske Råd, ‘Etiske Hensyn Ved Visitation Og Prioritering Af Patienter På “Den Røde Kurve”’. 
10 Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation, ‘Joint Committee on Vaccination and 
Immunisation: Advice on Priority Groups for COVID-19 Vaccination, 30 December 2020’, 
GOV.UK. 
11 A Hogan and others, Report 33: Modelling the Allocation and Impact of a COVID-19 Vaccine 
(Imperial College London, 25 September 2020). 
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in the literature on the priority-setting of COVID-19 vaccines. Given the emergent nature 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, this lack of theory is understandable. Pragmatism is crucial 
when coping with a pandemic. However, in the aftermath it will be valuable to consider 
more thoroughly the philosophical discourse of reciprocity and how conceptualizations of 
reciprocity may or may not relate to reciprocity as a value for prioritizing healthcare 
workers for the COVID-19 vaccine.  

What is reciprocity? 

Reciprocity is a ubiquitous part of everyday morality and social norms. We reciprocate in 
close relationships, in business dealings, and with strangers. Moreover, reciprocity is 
closely connected to gratitude.12 Arguments from reciprocity are featured in ethical theory 
that envisages ethics either as an expression of desert-based claims13,  a social contract14, a 
cooperative endeavor15, or as a virtue16. Furthermore, reciprocity is extensively studied in 
game theory17,18, psychology19, biology20, and other related fields and can be studied as 
grounds for a theory of justice. 

In this article, we restrict ourselves to studying reciprocity as a reason-giving factor 
in the fair distribution of benefits (such as a vaccine). According to Thomas Becker, 
“reciprocity is a matter of making a fitting and proportional return for the good or ill we 
receive.”21 Concern for such fittingness and proportionality is fundamental to the notion 
of reciprocity that we will be exploring in this article. Our primary focus will be on the 
reciprocity warranted when there is significant harm or benefit. This focus also seems to align 
with other lines of inquiry into the nature of reciprocity, for instance, Armin and 
Fischbacher’s theory focuses on the relationship between kindness, unkindness, and 
reciprocal action.22 

Reciprocity is often a prerequisite for cooperation, which again relates to 
bargaining. If A wants to secure the cooperation of B, then B’s acceptance might be 
conditional on the relationship being reciprocally useful for them. If B has something to 
offer that is of great value, they are better positioned to dictate terms for the cooperative 
relationship. Whether a bargaining position can be a genuinely moral argument – or simply 
a reflection of power dynamics – depends on how one envisages morality. We will briefly 

	
12 Tony Manela, ‘Gratitude’, in The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. by Edward N. Zalta, 
Fall 2019. 
13 Govind Persad, Alan Wertheimer, and Ezekiel J Emanuel, ‘Principles for Allocation of Scarce 
Medical Interventions’, The Lancet, 373.9661 (2009), 423–31 https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-
6736(09)60137-9. 
14 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice: Revised Edition (Cambridge, Massachusets: The Belknap Press of 
Harvard University, 1999). 
15 David Gauthier, Morals by Agreement (Clarendon Press, 1986). 
16 Lawrence C. Becker, Reciprocity (London: Routledge, 2014) 
https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315780719. 
17 Armin Falk and Urs Fischbacher, ‘A Theory of Reciprocity’, Games and Economic Behavior, 54.2 
(2006), 293–315. 
18 Cristina Bicchieri and Giacomo Sillari, ‘Game Theory and Decision Theory’, 2016, 23. 
19 Linda D. Molm, ‘The Structure of Reciprocity’, Social Psychology Quarterly, 73.2 (2010), 119–31. 
20 Robert L. Trivers, ‘The Evolution of Reciprocal Altruism’, The Quarterly Review of Biology, 46.1 
(1971), 35–57. 
21 Lawrence C. Becker, ‘Reciprocity, Justice, and Disability’, Ethics, 116.1 (2005), 9–39. 
22 Falk and Fischbacher. 
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consider whether this notion of bargaining position is relevant when discussing reciprocity 
as an argument in the priority-setting of vaccines.  

An argument from reciprocity can also be understood deontologically. We here 
follow Shelly Kagan in defining a deontological argument as one that, in some sense, limits 
our duty to promote the good.23 If person A requires reciprocation for a benefit to person 
B, this request is not meaningfully understood as an assertion that reciprocation will 
promote the general good, but rather that something is owed to person A or that person B 
has a duty to reciprocate. Such reciprocation can be understood as following from a special 
obligation, a right, a duty, or a virtue. Reciprocity, in this sense, can conflict with promoting 
the good. Person C might derive a greater benefit from whatever person A requires from 
person B. Maximizing utility will then, all else equal, require that person C gets this 
resource rather than B. The norm of reciprocity dictates otherwise. In setting priorities for 
COVID-19 vaccines, such a conflict between utility and reciprocity is apparent. 
Maximizing utility might dictate giving the vaccines to those who will gain the most health 
benefit from them or to those who will be most instrumentally helpful, while reciprocity 
dictates giving it to those who have provided a significant benefit or who have experienced 
significant harm or risk. We posit that a genuine argument from reciprocity in some sense 
limits our endeavors to promote the good. To be precise, any argument that holds, for 
instance, that healthcare workers should be prioritized to maximize health (or well-being) 
is thus not a genuine argument for reciprocity.  

The issue of reciprocity is part of a larger debate on limitations on utilitarian 
strategies in healthcare priority-setting. In this sense, arguments from reciprocity are like 
arguments from need or illness severity as well as arguments on the merits of 
sufficientarian, egalitarian, and prioritarian theories of justice for healthcare priority-
setting.24, 25, 26, 27  In an extension of this, it is also the case that giving weight to concerns for 
reciprocity will potentially conflict with the concerns of these various distributive theories. 
Promoting reciprocal concerns can conflict with concerns for total or average utility, 
concerns for the worse off, or equity concerns. Prioritizing healthcare workers as a 
reciprocal action might, for example, mean prioritizing those likely to become severely ill 
(the worse off) to a lesser degree. An important difference between the above-mentioned 
theories of distribution and concerns for reciprocity is that these theories all focus on the 
beneficiaries of resources. Concerns for reciprocity are centered on providers rather than 
on beneficiaries, and concerns for reciprocity are, in this sense, similar to concerns for 
desert. 

It might be possible to account for reciprocity purely within the realms of 
consequentialism, analogous to how some have argued for desert-sensitive 
consequentialist theories.28 Reciprocation would then be understood as a specific good to 
be promoted in line with other goods, such as health or well-being. This possibility will not 

	
23 Shelly Kagan, The Limits of Morality (Oxford University Press, 1989). 
24 Erik Gustavsson and Niklas Juth, ‘Principles of Need and the Aggregation Thesis’, Health Care 
Analysis, 27.2 (2019), 77–92. 
25 Mathias Barra and others, ‘Severity as a Priority Setting Criterion: Setting a Challenging Research 
Agenda’, Health Care Analysis, 28.1 (2020), 25–44. 
26 Derek Parfit, Equality or Priority (University of Kansas, Department of Philosophy, 1991). 
27 Greg Bognar and Iwao Hirose, The Ethics of Health Care Rationing: An Introduction (London: 
Routledge, 2014). 
28 See, e.g., Shelly Kagan, The Geometry of Desert (Oxford University Press, 2014). 
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be explored in this article. In either case, the structure of reciprocation needs to be made 
explicit and its application explored in the context of priority-setting for COVID-19 
vaccines.  

How to reciprocate 

Assuming that reciprocation is called for, the question of how exactly one should 
reciprocate remains. Following Becker, we consider two issues particularly salient, namely 
proportionality and fittingness.29 

First, what does it mean for an instance of reciprocity to be proportional? If A buys 
B dinner at a moderately fancy restaurant, and B, in return, buys A a chocolate croissant 
from the university cafeteria, this return is hardly a case of a proportional benefit. A 
proportional benefit would entail that B gives as much as they receive. However, it might 
be a case of a proportional sacrifice, where B sacrifices as much as A sacrificed. Perhaps A is 
very wealthy, whereas B has recently come into massive debt and therefore does not have 
the money to be buying anything fancier than a croissant. It might even be the case that B’s 
sacrifice is greater than A’s sacrifice.30 Regarding proportionality, at least two factors seem 
to be in play, namely the nature of the relationship (most prominently whether the 
relationship is symmetrical or asymmetrical) and the resources available to the partners in 
the reciprocal exchange.  

Whether to reciprocate based on benefit or sacrifice is an important question 
because power dynamics are likely to be substantially different depending on what is 
chosen. Reciprocity based on a benefit is likely to be advantageous to the rich, talented, 
and powerful, whereas reciprocity based on sacrifice is likely to be an equalizing force.31 A 
critical point is that an argument from reciprocity is primarily built on a retrospective 
judgment. Whether to reciprocate is not a question of whether it is useful to continue 
receiving the benefits offered but whether something is owed to the person from whom 
one has already benefited (or made to suffer harm).32 The normative status of reciprocating 
for a benefit, or harm, is thus not dependent on whether one can expect to receive the 
benefits again. If the notion of a bargaining position is relevant when considering how to 
reciprocate, we can potentially be led to the converse conclusion. If person A is more 
important to a cooperative relationship than person B, then it might be the case that person 
B has to offer more to make the relationship worth it to person A. In the case of healthcare 
workers during a pandemic, we need their services desperately. Perhaps this asymmetry 
should be acknowledged by reciprocating with a larger benefit or sacrifice. This seems to 
be Aristotle’s position.33 Given that we do not wish to exacerbate existing disparities in 
power, wealth, and influence, asymmetrical reciprocal relationships should be based on 
sacrifice.  

	
29 Becker. Reciprocity, Justice, and Disability. 
30 A similar asymmetry is also illustrated in the parable of the Widows Offering, where Jesus focuses 
on the great sacrifice of the poor rather than the great benefits from the rich. Mark 12:41-44. 
31 Se Becker (2005) for an illustration of how different forms of reciprocity will generate different 
power dynamics. 
32 Becker. Reciprocity. 
33 Aristotle, Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, trans. by Robert C. Bartlett and Susan D. Collins, Reprint 
edition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012). 
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The issue of fittingness concerns what types of reciprocation are suitable in 
response to a given benefit or harm. How should A reciprocate if B, a dear friend, gives A 
a rare book A have wanted for a long time? Giving B the exact same book in return, which 
seems maximally equal, would be inappropriate and strange. In such situations, we have 
a wide range of options for reciprocating, which do not seem to require similarity. As the 
above example shows, some forms of similarity might even be inappropriate. The situation 
is seemingly more complicated when it comes to reciprocating for harm. If A incurs serious 
harm because of B’s actions, options for reciprocity are more restricted. B giving A an 
expensive gift might be fitting, but it might also be considered inappropriate depending 
on their relationship and A’s interpretation of B’s actions. Perhaps only a similar sacrifice 
or harm will restore this relationship to what it was before the harm. Becker argues that 
fittingness for harm is aimed at restoring reciprocal relationships.34 In this case, perhaps 
the standard of fittingness in the situation is an action or sacrifice that shows A that the 
relationship really is a reciprocal one; that B would be willing to do the same for A as A 
was willing to do for B. It thus seems that reciprocating for harm is more complex than 
reciprocating for benefits. The former potentially demands a higher or stricter standard of 
fittingness. This standard might have to do with harms often being reciprocated with 
benefits, making commensurability difficult. Risk of harm, which we consider as a 
subspecies of harm, might, however, be commensurable with specific benefits that mitigate 
this risk, making the question of fittingness less difficult.35 Alternatively, perhaps the 
deontological connotations of harms make it a more complex issue than benefits, the latter 
of which often have consequentialist connotations. No matter what the explanation is, the 
standard of fittingness when reciprocating for harms seems more demanding than when 
reciprocating for benefits.  

To summarize, there seems to be a set of relevant questions and criteria that should 
be thought through regarding reciprocity for healthcare workers. Reciprocation can be 
based on benefits, harms, risks, or all of these. Also, reciprocation implies that something 
is owed to a specific person or group of individuals, which again may conflict with 
concerns for maximizing utility, prioritizing the worse off, or with equity concerns. 
Moreover, some proportionality and fittingness between the benefits, harms, and risks, 
and the reciprocation in return, should be expected – which again depends on the 
relationship between the two parties.  

Reciprocity and priority-setting of COVID-19 vaccines  

To date, the most frequent argument for reciprocating COVID-19 vaccines for healthcare 
workers seems to be that healthcare workers are at increased risk for COVID-19 and, 
therefore, should be reciprocated for this risk.36 Here, we understand risk as situations that 
involve exposure to potential harm. We will, in this article, consider risk of harm as a 
subspecies of harm, in the sense that a person can be harmed by being put at considerable 
risk. The risk of harm from exposure to SARS-CoV-2 is thus here understood as the harm 

	
34 Becker. Reciprocity. 
35 A higher risk of contracting COVID-19 – i.e., suffering a harm – while performing a vital service, 
could, for example, be mitigated by being prioritized for a vaccine.  
36 See, e.g., Kirk R Daffner, ‘Point: Healthcare Providers Should Receive Treatment Priority During a 
Pandemic’, Journal of Hospital Medicine, 16.3 (2021). 
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that needs to be reciprocated. Considering the risk of harm as a species of harm is 
important given the retrospective nature of reciprocity. This consideration will be explored 
later in the article. Following Becker37, one could argue that reciprocity for risk is necessary 
to maintain or mend the reciprocal relationship between healthcare workers and the rest 
of society. What the “rest of society” means will be considered below. 

An interesting argument can be made regarding the relationship between 
healthcare workers’ duty to treat and societies’ duty to provide safe working conditions 
for healthcare workers. Some have argued that the duty to treat is conditional on 
satisfactory PPE measures such as masks.38 Perhaps a similar argument can be made 
regarding the priority setting of scarce vaccine doses. This would be a case of 
complementary duties and obligations such that the strength of a duty to treat would be 
conditional on the strength of societies’ efforts to provide safe working conditions for 
healthcare workers.  

Alternatively, one could understand the argument from reciprocity as positing that 
society receives a substantial benefit from healthcare workers during a pandemic and that 
this benefit needs to be reciprocated. In a sense, we owe the healthcare workers something 
for their contribution. Given that healthcare workers are already compensated for the 
benefits they provide, this contribution would probably need to be larger than what can be 
expected under normal circumstances for the argument to be persuasive. The benefit 
obtained from healthcare workers is clearly substantial during a pandemic. However, this 
benefit is not obviously different from the benefits provided during non-pandemic times 
during which healthcare workers – like all professional workers – are compensated 
monetarily for their provided benefits. It is therefore not evident that reciprocating with 
vaccines is fitting or proportional. 

Are healthcare workers more at risk than other workers? 

Have healthcare workers been more at risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection than others? This 
question of risk is empirical, and the risk profile naturally differs between countries. When 
this article was written (December 2021), the WHO estimated that between 80,000 and 
180,000 healthcare workers had lost their lives due to COVID-19 globally.39 These numbers 
indicate that globally healthcare workers have been at a significantly higher risk than the 
general population. We will, nevertheless, primarily consider empirical data from the 
Norwegian setting because this gives us a reasonably clear setting for our arguments. Even 
though the empirical setting is country-specific, we believe that our normative discussion 
will be of generic value. Compared with these international numbers, the morbidity and 
mortality rates among Norwegian healthcare workers have been fairly low. Different 
occupational groups within the Norwegian healthcare sector were surveyed between early 
and mid-2020, and this large-scale study found that the people at the most significant risk 
of SARS-CoV-2 infection were not frontline physicians or nurses – as many would expect 

	
37 Becker. Reciprocity. 
38 Espen Gamlund and others, ‘Heroes in White?’, Tidsskrift for Den Norske Legeforening, 2020. 
39 World Health Organization, ‘Health and Care Worker Deaths during COVID-19’ 
https://www.who.int/news/item/20-10-2021-health-and-care-worker-deaths-during-covid-19 
[accessed 14 December 2021]. 
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– but rather sanitation workers and emergency medical technicians.40 Some Norwegian 
healthcare workers, specifically clinical psychologists and physiotherapists, were even less 
likely to be infected with SARS-CoV-2 than the general population. Data from infection 
rates among different professions in Norway have shown that workers in other industries, 
such as bus and taxi drivers, bartenders, and waiters, are at a similar risk of SARS-CoV-2 
infection as healthcare workers.41 Thus, it seems that Norwegian healthcare workers, in 
general, are more at risk than the general public, but this needs to be qualified in two ways 
– not all healthcare workers are at risk, and some non-healthcare workers are at a similar 
risk as healthcare workers. Note that we have only argued that this is the case in the 
Norwegian setting. If data from other countries show a clear tendency for healthcare 
workers to be at a significantly higher risk than the general population, then the argument 
for some form of reciprocity is plausibly stronger in these countries.  

Who is the reciprocating partner?  

The examples used so far to illustrate aspects of reciprocity have primarily involved 
personal relations where it is obvious who is responsible for reciprocating. However, it is 
not as clear who the reciprocating partner is when it comes to reciprocating with vaccines. 
At least four candidate views present themselves –the hospitals or the healthcare system, 
the state, society in general, or the individual patient. Patients seem relatively easy to rule 
out because it is not only those patients who are treated by healthcare workers for COVID-
19 who receive a benefit. Having a functioning healthcare system is necessary to avoid 
complete lockdowns and other restrictions that negatively affect most citizens' quality of 
life and economy. Thus, patients might have a duty to reciprocate, but if reciprocation is 
called for, it is not solely the patients who are responsible. It also seems plausible to argue 
that patients reciprocate indirectly via the state or by complying with infection-control 
regulations and recommendations.  

Whether or not hospitals or the healthcare system in general are responsible for 
reciprocation will likely depend on how the healthcare system is organized. It seems 
plausible to argue that employers (i.e., hospitals) are responsible for reciprocation when 
healthcare workers are working in the private sector. When the state is responsible for the 
healthcare sector and for the priority-setting of vaccines, such as in most European 
countries, the state is probably a more suitable partner in the reciprocal relationship for 
pragmatic reasons. Thus, the state and society in general remain potential reciprocators. 
Society seems to have some responsibility, and concerns for this responsibility have been 
part of the general discourse during the pandemic, highlighting the sacrifices of the 
healthcare workers and the responsibility of the general public to follow infection-control 
regulations. An example of highlighting sacrifices was the widespread cheering by the 
public of healthcare workers from balconies during the early stages of the pandemic. When 

	
40 Mari Molvik* and others, ‘SARS-CoV-2 blant ansatte i helse- og omsorgstjenesten’, Tidsskrift for 
Den norske legeforening, 2021. 
41 Karin Magnusson and others, ‘Occupational Risk of COVID-19 in the First versus Second 
Epidemic Wave in Norway, 2020’, Eurosurveillance, 26.40 (2021). Folkehelseinstituttet, ‘Mer covid-19 
i noen yrkesgrupper’, Folkehelseinstituttet https://www.fhi.no/nyheter/2020/mer-covid-19-i-noen-
yrkesgrupper/ [accessed 10 November 2021]. Folkehelseinstituttet, ‘Mer covid-19 i noen yrkesgrupper 
enn i andre’, Folkehelseinstituttet https://www.fhi.no/nyheter/2021/mer-covid-19-i-noen-
yrkesgrupper-enn-i-andre/ [accessed 15 December 2021]. 
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it comes to more direct reciprocity, either in the form of monetary compensation or 
vaccines, the most plausible way for society to reciprocate is via the state. This is 
particularly clear in countries like Norway, Denmark, Sweden, and the Netherlands, where 
the state is the principal organizer of the healthcare systems (in a broad sense, including 
regions and local authorities). In countries with a large public health sector, where most 
healthcare workers are effectively government employees, it thus seems that the state is 
the most suitable candidate for being responsible for direct reciprocity. Such state 
responsibility does not rule out the possibility that society in general, the healthcare sector, 
or patients have a duty to reciprocate in some manner (probably by compliance with 
regulations), but rather highlights that the state, in addition to being a suitable reciprocator, 
is also the most effective way of reciprocating on behalf of others.  

Whom and how to reciprocate 

Building on our discussion of the structure of reciprocity, we now see that several 
questions are salient when prioritizing healthcare workers. (1) Should one reciprocate for 
harm, benefits, or both? (2) What constitutes a fitting instance of reciprocity? These 
questions are intertwined in that fittingness plausibly depends on whether we are 
reciprocating for a benefit or a harm. How we answer these questions influences two 
further practical questions regarding priority-setting (3) Are healthcare workers special? 
(4) Does reciprocity require harm-mitigation, or are other forms of reciprocity fitting? 
Lastly, there is also the issue of proportionality: (5) If we are to reciprocate healthcare 
workers, should this reciprocation be proportional to their sacrifice or to the benefits they 
provide? 

Let us first consider the issue from the perspective of benefits. Healthcare workers 
confer an enormous benefit during a pandemic. It seems plausible to argue that the benefits 
received from healthcare workers during a pandemic are special in some way, in the sense 
that they confer a benefit that is more important than the benefits provided by other 
workers that take on similar risks. If this argument is sound, it might make sense to single 
out healthcare workers for reciprocity. Prioritizing healthcare workers can then be argued 
to be proportional reciprocity for the benefits we receive as a society. However, there are 
two problems with this argument. First and foremost, it is not clear that the benefits 
provided by healthcare workers during a pandemic are qualitatively different from 
benefits provided during normal times. Compensating in similar ways as during non-
pandemic times thus seems appropriate, most likely by providing an economic incentive. 
Second, reciprocity for benefits is typically not required to be very similar to the benefits 
received. Thus, while focusing on benefits makes singling out healthcare workers 
somewhat plausible, it also makes it plausible that reciprocating by other means than a 
priority for a vaccine is fitting.  

What then of reciprocating for harm? Healthcare workers take on a substantial risk 
while working. Following our discussion of fittingness when reciprocating for harms, and 
risk in particular, it might seem plausible to require reciprocation that may causally reduce 
the risk in question whenever possible. Thus, the argument for reciprocating with vaccines 
is potentially stronger if we focus on the risk of harm. However, the difficulty then becomes 
that other workers take on similar risks during pandemic times. Non-healthcare workers 
in hospitals, such as janitors and cleaning staff, as well as bus drivers, cashiers, teachers, 
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and many workers in service industries, face a similar risk. The argument from harm thus 
makes it more plausible to prioritize certain workers for vaccines but does not single out 
healthcare workers in a meaningful way. This argument can thus perhaps rather be seen 
as singling out all at-risk essential workers.  

One could argue that we should consider both harms and benefits and that 
healthcare workers are special because they provide an essential benefit during a pandemic 
– different from benefits provided by other essential workers – and at considerable 
personal risk. Combining concerns for both harms and benefits could constitute an 
argument for singling out healthcare workers who provide pandemic-essential benefits 
while taking on a substantial risk of infection. Framing the argument this way seems to 
strengthen the argument but limits the scope. Many healthcare workers would not be in a 
position to argue for reciprocity in this manner. Additionally, this argument relies on the 
contribution of healthcare workers being more essential than the contribution of other 
essential workers. This pattern is not in any way obvious. Even being very restrictive, bus 
drivers are needed to transport healthcare workers, daycare workers are needed to take 
care of the children of healthcare workers, and so forth. The argument probably limits the 
scope of relevant reciprocity to all workers necessary to maintain a functional healthcare 
system while taking on considerable risk. This essential group is likely to be large. A 
different argument that might lead to the same conclusion is based on the duty of 
hypothetical patients to reciprocate. Consider person A, who lives in a society where 
COVID-19 is widespread. If person A needs treatment due to COVID-19, several people 
cannot help without interacting with A, and, thus, A is going to bring professional helpers 
in close contact with the virus. This necessity of physical contact obviously includes 
healthcare workers and staff who transport patients to the hospital. One could make the 
case that person A, anticipating being in the position of exposing these people to risk, 
should be willing to step back in line to allow these people to move forward.42 One could 
make the case that this would be a case of the (hypothetical) patient reciprocating essential 
workers in the healthcare sector for their supplied benefits, and this would be a case of 
(hypothetical) patients being the reciprocating partner. Still, managing this in any other 
matter than via the state seems hopelessly tricky. The state could then shift its allocation of 
vaccine doses to reflect the duty of its individual citizens. The main problem with this 
argument is that it seems to conflict heavily with utility-maximizing and concern for the 
worse off. By the logic of the argument, patients who are likely to need treatment have a 
stronger duty to step back in line than less vulnerable patients. Shifting vaccines from 
vulnerable patients to healthcare workers rather than from less vulnerable patients departs 
from the goal of minimizing the damages of the pandemic and, inversely, maximizing the 
benefits of the vaccine. The fact that it is vulnerable patients who are singled out by this 
argument clearly illustrates how concerns for reciprocity might, in addition to conflicting 
with maximizing utility, conflict with concerns for the worse off or with equity concerns.43 
Allocating vaccines away from vulnerable patients involves de-emphasizing the concerns 
of those who are likely to become severely ill, thus prioritizing the worse off to a lesser 
extent. 

	
42 We would like to thank Mathias Barra for suggesting this argument. 
43 We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out that reciprocity here also conflicts 
with concerns for the worse off.  
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Healthcare workers might be in a stronger bargaining position than other essential 
workers, and they are thus in a stronger position to dictate terms in the cooperative 
relationship. The question is whether this is an ethical argument in the relevant sense. 
However, a bargaining position argument might be made more palatable by focusing on 
restoring reciprocal relationships. Recall that Becker claims that reciprocity for harm 
should aim at restoring reciprocal relationships.44 Given this aim, the status of this question 
of reciprocity depends on the attitudes and bargaining position of healthcare workers. 
Further, whether fittingness demands reciprocity of vaccines will depend on whether the 
public can be said to harm the reciprocal relationship. Recall that reciprocation for harms 
is different from reciprocation for benefits. If the public does not comply with infection-
control regulations or recommendations, thus increasing the risk to healthcare workers, 
perhaps the relationship is strained to a level that demands reciprocation aimed at the 
harm inflicted. In other words, perhaps there is a threshold above which harms need to be 
mitigated if possible and not just reciprocated by other means. Some form of argument like 
this, if it is acknowledged as a relevant moral argument, could support reciprocating in 
any manner that is required to secure the cooperation of healthcare workers. We believe 
that this is not considered a moral argument by most. Thus, it seems more plausible to 
restrict the notion of reciprocity to the proportional and fitting reciprocation for benefits 
and harms. Let us consider a further argument along the same lines. Recapping, if we 
conceptualize reciprocity retrospectively, arguments from a bargaining position are clearly 
not arguments from reciprocity. An alternative is to argue that bargaining becomes 
relevant when reciprocal relations are non-existent or have broken down.45 Consider, for 
instance, the case where the general population is not complying with infection-control 
regulations and recommendations, thereby increasing the strain on the healthcare system 
and putting healthcare workers at risk. One could argue that this is a case where the public 
neglects its responsibility in a reciprocal relationship with healthcare workers. In this new 
situation, where the reciprocal relationship has broken down, what is to stop the healthcare 
workers from leveraging their bargaining position? Considered like this, an argument from 
a bargaining position is relevant when reciprocal relationships break down or are 
otherwise non-existent.  

Regarding proportionality, the relationship between the state and healthcare 
workers is likely to be asymmetrical, meaning that reciprocation proportional to sacrifice 
is less likely to magnify existing imbalances. Public debates on vaccine priority-setting 
seem to focus on how much healthcare workers are giving up or enduring in fighting the 
pandemic. If we decide to reciprocate, it thus seems most plausible to argue that 
reciprocation should be for sacrifice. When it comes to reciprocating with vaccines or other 
forms of compensation, proportionality does not seem to have much to say, except that 
prioritization for a vaccine, given that it at a point in time was a scarce resource, was a 
valuable form of compensation. Therefore, a sacrifice would have to be proportional to the 
value of this scarce resource for vaccine prioritization to be a suitable form of reciprocity.  

To sum up, the argument for reciprocating with vaccines seems most plausible 
when viewing it as reciprocation for harms rather than benefits. However, singling out 
healthcare workers seems more straightforward when viewing reciprocity as following 
from benefit. Therefore, it is not a simple task to construct an argument from reciprocity 

	
44 Becker. Reciprocity. 
45 We would like to thank Mathias Barra for suggesting this argument. 
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that both singles out healthcare workers and requires reciprocity in the form of vaccines 
without drawing on the notion of bargaining position. Given that bargaining position is 
not plausibly a moral factor, constructing an argument from reciprocity that singles out 
healthcare workers for a vaccine seems difficult. Alternatively, one could argue that 
bargaining position becomes relevant when reciprocal relations break down. Lastly, one 
could argue that hypothetical patients have a duty to step back in line to reciprocate 
healthcare workers for putting them in harm’s way. This argument suffers from singling 
out vulnerable people as reciprocating partners, thus conflicting radically with utility-
maximizing efforts, concerns for the worse off, and equity concerns.  

Conclusion 

If the goal is to argue for the prioritization of COVID-19 vaccines based on reciprocity, the 
most persuasive argument is that harms (or risks of harm) should be reciprocated. 
However, as we have seen, the risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection and the harms thereof are not 
limited to healthcare workers. Other workers in non-healthcare lines of industry would 
have the same claim to reciprocity based on harm. Furthermore, even if we argue from a 
combined harm and benefit perspective, the scope of the argument should reasonably 
include all who take on a substantial risk while helping to maintain a functioning 
healthcare system (or even a functioning society at large). It is not clear that this entails 
either limiting the scope to healthcare workers or prioritizing all workers who supply the 
healthcare system. A possibility is to argue that the bargaining position of healthcare 
workers is relatively stronger, but this is likely to strike many as a non-moral argument. If 
we decide that people supplying an essential service at considerable risk are entitled to 
reciprocity, it is not a given that this should be in the form of a vaccine. If reciprocity is to 
play a significant role in the priority setting of pandemic vaccines, this will arguably be at 
the expense of total utility, the worse off, or concerns for equity. Given that the arguments 
from reciprocity seem to be anything but straightforward, it is not clear that this sacrifice 
is reasonable.  
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Ethical Obligations of Global Justice in the Midst of 
Global Pandemics – A case for radical redistribution and 
extensive reforms of global health care order  

Sarah Frances Hicks & Paula Gürtler 

This paper considers the ethical obligation high income countries (HIC) have 
to lower and middle income countries (LMIC) during a global pandemic. The 
COVID-19 pandemic revealed the shortcomings of distributing scarce 
medical resources according to economic bargaining power and of responding 
to the global health crisis with national isolation. This paper will present a 
pragmatic argument against vaccine nationalism and arguments for a more 
cosmopolitan approach. We argue that vaccines and medical equipment 
should have been distributed according to Brock’s needs-based minimum floor 
principles, thus defending positions of vaccine Sufficientarianism. HIC ought 
to adopt such a strategy based on, 1. the duty to rectify past injustices from 
colonisation, and 2. a negative duty not to uphold unjust institutions and to 
contribute to radical inequalities. Finally, three practical steps to improve the 
vaccine rollout are advocated for: HIC should redistribute the excess vaccine 
doses to LMIC rather than letting doses go to waste; necessary infrastructure 
to mobilise medical supplies and healthcare staff to administer vaccine doses; 
and patents should be suspended to prioritise saving lives.  

Introduction  

The COVID-19 pandemic presented the world with an opportunity to rebalance the disparity 
in global healthcare equity. Over the course of two years the death toll exceeded 6.5 million 
and hospitals were forced to triage limited medical resources.1 The priority became vaccinating 
enough of the world's population in order to reach herd immunity, which is expected to be 
between 60-70%. With only 23.7% of low income countries vaccinated and over 80% in many 
high income countries (HIC), the glaring inequality points to poor priority setting from the 
beginning of the pandemic. In May 2022, the COVAX initiative and its partner organisations– 
including WHO–called for countries to set ambitious goals in order to close the gap in vaccine 

 
1 WHO. Coronavirus (COVID-19) Dashboard. (October 2022). Online at covid19.who.int/. 
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distribution.2 As of October 27, the US–the largest donor to COVAX–had donated more than 
640 million doses to over 120 countries around the world.3 In total, the COVAX initiative 
delivered over 1.4 billion doses worldwide. While many HIC have contributed to efforts to 
ensure vaccine equity, those efforts were undertaken only after international organisations 
such as WHO and World Bank proposed those obligations. But have the HIC fulfilled their 
moral obligations towards LMIC with these donations? 

After the Coronavirus pandemic began in late 2019, the global community was forced 
to make decisions about distribution of health care supplies and the resulting disparities 
primarily fell along income lines. Lower and Middle Income Countries (LMIC) suffered the 
brunt of resource shortages, which resulted in a prolonged recovery. This shortfall is due, in 
part, to poor pandemic preparedness and missteps in national strategy decisions across 
various countries. But the proceeding global health crisis also revealed already latently existing 
issues of distributive justice and brought to light historic, yet persistent unjust global 
distribution. In the beginning of 2020, as countries faced shortages of COVID-19 testing kits, 
mechanical ventilators, and personal protective equipment (PPE) like face masks, supplies 
went to the highest bidders, which tended to be HIC. When India struggled to contain COVID-
19 cases during the outbreak in April of 2021, they had to turn away patients as their hospitals 
became overwhelmed.4 Leading many to wonder if better foresight and planning could have 
reduced the toll the pandemic took on these countries. Or if HIC had an obligation to share 
some of the scarce resources they had claimed in financial bargaining.  

In this paper, we will look at various countries’ strategies to address the pandemic, 
and analyse where they failed. We recognize that the overwhelming strategy in the pandemic 
response was a nationalist approach and argue that even from a merely practical standpoint 
this was destined to fail, because of the interconnectedness of our world. Nonetheless, 
arguments from liberal nationalism are reviewed. But when they are contrasted with basic 
premises of luck egalitarianism, the arguments for vaccine nationalism quickly lose their force. 
We further consider a more ethical approach to pandemic response. The proposed ethical 
approach to pandemic response centres around global obligation, which requires that HIC take 
the welfare of LMIC into account from the onset. Siding with a cosmopolitan position that 
endorses a needs-based minimum floor principle, we argue for vaccine Sufficientarianism.5 
We will argue that governments of HIC have an obligation to reform global institutions in such 
a way that wealth disparities will not determine whether a person has access to life-saving 
medical care in a global pandemic or not. This obligation is rooted, on the one hand, in the 
duty to rectify the harms colonial powers have inflicted on former colonies. On the other hand, 
the obligation arises from a negative duty to not uphold a global institutional order that is 
unnecessarily unjust because it can be reformed by adopting a model of vaccine 

 
2 CEPI. COVAX calls for urgent action to close vaccine equity gap. (May 2022). Online at 
Cepi.net. 
3 U.S. Embassy & Consulates in Indonesia. With Over 40 Million Doses Delivered, United States Supports 
Indonesia’s COVID-19 Vaccination Drive. (October 2020) Online at id.usembassy.gov. 
4 Miglani, Sanjeev & Kumar, Manoj. Indian hospitals turn away patients in COVID-19 ‘tsunami’. (April 2021). 
Online at reuters.com  
5 Göran Collste, “‘Where You Live Should Not Determine Whether You Live’. Global Justice and the 
Distribution of COVID-19 Vaccines,” Ethics & Global Politics 15, no. 2 (April 3, 2022): 43–54, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/16544951.2022.2075137. 
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Sufficientarianism, for example. The COVID-19 pandemic caught many countries unprepared 
and required a rapid response by its governments. As a result, millions of people died and 
countless millions more suffered. Hindsight allows for a critical evaluation of more effective 
strategies to address global health crises.  

Pandemic Response 

Before we are able to consider how to best address health care disparities, we must determine 
the missteps taken along the way during the COVID pandemic that led to unequal distribution 
in the first place. Pandemic planning can be broken down into three stages: first, pre-pandemic 
preparedness for public health crises; this can be understood as private national funds and 
medical supply reserves or as global preparedness planning as established by international 
organisations such as WHO; the second stage encompasses the mid-pandemic strategies 
countries adopted to respond to a pandemic (ranging from lockdowns to mask mandates and 
finally vaccination campaigns); and the third stage is post-pandemic, the efforts to recover and 
to rebuild medical reserves to prepare for the next public health crisis. At all stages, we can see 
points where global cooperation succeeded and failed. Our paper will focus on the second step: 
responses to the pandemic.  

Throughout the pandemic, a country’s ability to manage outbreaks and suppress the 
death toll in many cases was proportional to the pandemic response strategy it implemented. 
In the case of the COVID pandemic, countries’ response strategies can be categorised into three 
main groupings: first, the “Zero-COVID” policy to enforce extreme measures with the goal of 
ensuring not a single citizen died of COVID, which was adopted by countries such as China, 
Australia, and New Zealand with varying degrees of success; second, a “flatten the curve” 
strategy of periodic lockdowns and restrictions to spread out infections, but still allow for 
minimum constraints, this strategy was adopted by much of the US and Germany; and third, 
the “exposure” strategy to allow everyone to be exposed to gain immunity quickly with little 
or no restrictions from the government, such as we saw in Brazil. 

What all these strategies have in common is that they prioritise national interests, 
though to varying degrees. Countries varied in regards to prioritising the physical health of 
their citizens, like in the zero-COVID strategies, or the economic and social productivity of the 
nation like in Brazil. Others tried to strike a balance between these interests by flattening the 
curve. But there was not one country that prioritised global obligations. Efforts were made by 
organisations like WHO, UN, and World Bank on global prioritising, but countries were 
reluctant to follow suit. While there have been calls by several countries6 to waive patent rights 
so that vaccine production could be ramped up to meet the global demand, the general 
mechanism for vaccine distribution and other essential healthcare equipment was left to the 
devices of the free market. In our paper we will engage with this phenomenon of nationalism 
and free market distribution critically. We will first provide a pragmatic argument for 
prioritising a global pandemic response strategy by analysing the impracticality of national 
zero-COVID strategies. The second step of our paper will be to engage with moral arguments 
to prioritise national interests despite the impracticality of it. Once these nationalist arguments 

 
6 Crutzen, C.J. & Kucking, M. ‘Mayer Brown’. The Waiver of Patent Protection for COVID-19 Vaccines–On 
Practicability and Purpose of Such Measure. (July 2021). Online at mayerbrown.com  
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have been dismantled, we will present and argue for an ethical approach of cosmopolitan 
priorities and provide a motivation for them. 

The Failure of Nationalism and Free Market Bargaining  

After the Coronavirus was first detected in China, it was only a matter of weeks before cases 
began to appear in the US and European countries.7 Given the highly contagious nature of the 
virus, it quickly spread from one host to another through airborne transmission or direct 
contact. The rapid spread of the virus has powerfully illustrated how much all of our lives are 
intertwined. UN Secretary-General António Guterres clarified in May 2020 already: “In an 
interconnected world, none of us is safe until all of us are safe.”8 Nonetheless, we saw countries 
attempt to disconnect. Strict lockdowns were set to eradicate the virus and strict travel 
restrictions imposed to prevent its return. Australia is an especially illustrative example of the 
short-termism of this strategy. 

Through strict lockdowns and successful contact tracing, Australia had managed to 
keep a strict–and relatively successful–“zero-COVID” strategy. Australia’s “aggressive 
lockdowns quashed COVID-19 cases and allowed for the return to near-normal life from 
around December 2020 to May 2021.”9 Yet, one unvaccinated airport limousine driver ended 
up responsible for an infection cluster of over 80 people.10 It took only this single person, 
interacting with a few international airline crew members being infected, to start another 
COVID-19 outbreak on the zero-COVID-island. Since the Delta variant was first detected, 
Australia had to recognize that it is not sustainable to keep everybody in strict lockdowns for 
nearly a year, thus abandoning the zero-COVID strategy. Our lives are too interconnected 
today to fight a virus like COVID-19 on a national level. That is true for lockdowns, but also 
for our vaccine strategies: Scientific research has shown that low vaccination rates can be a 
favourable environment for the emergence of new variants, and even that slow rates of 
vaccination increase the probability of the emergence of a virus strain that is resistant to the 
current vaccines.11 Despite the knowledge that the COVID-19 pandemic will not be truly over 
until it has been brought to tolerable levels of infection and severity of pathogenesis everywhere 
through high vaccination rates, we see a tragic lack of international cooperation when it comes 
to actually distributing scarce resources. The COVID-19 pandemic demands more globally 
coordinated efforts than we have previously undertaken.12 

 
7 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Basics of COVID-19. (November 2021) Online at cdc.gov  
8 UN news. None of us is safe until we all are, says UN chief at EU push to end COVID-19 pandemic. 
(May 2020). Online at news.un.org 
9 Cliff, Edward & Fernandes, Brian. ‘COVID Zero Is No Longer Working for Australia’. The New York 
Times. Opinion (September 2021). Online at nytimes.com 
10 abc news. Limousine driver at the centre of Bondi cluster won't be charged, Police Commissioner says. 
(June 2021). Online at abc.net.  
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Resistant Strains,” Scientific Reports 11, no. 1 (July 30, 2021): 15729, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-021-
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When it came to scarce resources, nationalist priority setting was the common 
response and the affluent nations were happy to use their financial bargaining power to their 
own advantage. For example, in March 2020, the WHO recognized a global shortage of surgical 
face masks.13  At the same time, it had become obvious that there were also not enough 
ventilators available globally to meet the demand.14 While production ramped up, the market 
was still under a lot of pressure, and prices increased exponentially. 15  Financial powers 
decided who got the scarce medical equipment. We could see the same pattern in vaccine 
distribution. This obvious injustice gave rise to the initiative ‘COVAX’ for “global equitable 
access to COVID-19 vaccines.”16 COVAX and its partner organisations set a goal of providing 
vaccine doses to at least 20% of countries’ populations. The third wave of the pandemic in 
European countries proves, though, that not even vaccination rates of 60% to 70% are sufficient 
to stop the spread of COVID-19.17 The 20% goal will not curb the spreading of COVID. It is 
merely a performance–not a sustained act of political solidarity. 

With this we have shown that the response of nations to the COVID-19 pandemic had 
been up to national means, not global cooperation to facilitate fair distribution of needed 
healthcare equipment. On the one hand, there might be a pragmatic and scientific argument 
against such vaccine nationalism–“none of us are safe until all of us are safe”–but on the other 
hand, there are good ethical reasons for such vaccine nationalism. We will present this position 
and critically engage with the arguments liberal nationalists make for prioritising obligations 
towards citizens over cosmopolitan obligations.  

Arguments for Prioritising National Interests  

The unique moral obligations between state and citizens has been provided, among others, by 
David Miller in multiple works.18 He argues that the state has a set of obligations towards those 
subjects under its jurisdiction that are “quasi-contractual.”19 Citizens are granted social rights 
of citizenship, but expected to assume corresponding obligations. 20  Such social rights of 
citizenship include, for example, a right to equal opportunities in education or employment, 
which the state has to ensure to make true on the democratic ideal of treating each citizen as 
equal. However, this right to equal opportunity is tied to contributing to the public good 
according to one’s opportunities because the relationship of the state with individuals is 

 
13 WHO. Shortage of personal protective equipment endangering health workers worldwide. (March 2020). Online at 
who.int.  
14 Sarah Kliff, Adam Satariano, Jessica Silver-Greenberg & Nicholas Kulish. There Aren’t Enough 
Ventilators to Cope With the Coronavirus (March 2020). Online at nytimes.com.  
15 Adrian O’Dowd, “COVID-19: Government Was Too Slow to Respond to Ventilator Shortages, Say 
MPs,” BMJ, November 25, 2020, m4594, https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.m4594. P.1 
16 WHO. COVAX–Working for global equitable access to COVID-19 vaccines. Online at who.int.  
17 Sara Berg. AMA. What doctors wish patients knew about COVID-19 herd immunity. (August 2021). Online at 
ama-assn.org/. 
18 David Miller, “Immigrants, Nations, and Citizenship*,” Journal of Political Philosophy 16, no. 4 (December 
2008): 371–90, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-9760.2007.00295.x; David Miller, “Justice in Immigration,” 
European Journal of Political Theory 14, no. 4 (October 2015): 391–408, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/1474885115584833. 
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founded on a rule of give and take.21 Thus, the kind of pandemic assistance we discuss in this 
paper–HIC supporting LMIC with vaccine doses or healthcare equipment–cannot be claimed 
by individuals from a state that is not theirs. They have not contributed to these nations to earn 
such opportunities and rights in return. Against this position, though, we will hold that the 
vastly different ability of states to provide beneficial social contracts with good healthcare 
benefits, traces back to colonialism and current unjust global institutions. It is a matter of 
deeply entrenched injustice, and not one of a quid-pro-quo social contract.  

Another argument supporting the claim that states have special obligations towards 
its constituents are often referred to as “liberal nationalism.”22 Proponents of this theory argue 
that “It is only within nation-states that there is any realistic hope for implementing liberal-
democratic principles.”23 Such principles include social justice, deliberative democracy, and 
individual freedom.24 To exemplify how this line of argumentation works, let us review the 
first principle: Usually, social justice is realised in modern nation states through welfare 
programs, which require individuals to make sacrifices for anonymous others. In a liberal 
democracy, welfare systems “survive only if the majority of citizens continue to vote for 
them.”25 Kymlicka and Straehle argue that while history suggests we show more willingness 
to make such sacrifices for kin and co-religionists, we are also willing to make such sacrifices 
if there is a) a sense of common identity or b) a sense of reciprocity.26 Liberal nationalists argue 
that these two criteria can only be met within a nation state. This line of argumentation ties in 
with Miller’s argument above: individuals in a nation state enter into a quasi-contractual 
agreement that builds on an idea of give and take. Collste 27  refers to this as “a modern 
Hobbesian notion of a legitimate state.” On this view the state needs citizens to consent to its 
actions, thus it needs to appeal to the citizen’s self-interest in order to gain legitimacy. This 
position is also supported by Miller: “on democratic grounds, it appears wrong for someone 
whose interests are chiefly impacted by the policies of a particular state to have no say in 
determining those policies.”28  

While this is valid, it leaves one to wonder about all those people, who cannot claim 
anything ‘on democratic grounds’ before their government. Against the liberal nationalist 
argument, one can hold once again the unjust starting position of individuals in different 
nation states: Do people in LMIC or countries without democratic governments not have a 
right to survive the COVID-19 virus, then? We posit that they do.  

Under normal circumstances, the arguments of liberal nationalists might claim certain 
moral validity. In this paper we do not analyse the behaviour nation states should show under 
“normal circumstances.” Our scope is more limited. We are interested in the behaviour of 

 
21 Ibid. 
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27 Collste, “‘Where You Live Should Not Determine Whether You Live’. Global Justice and the 
Distribution of COVID-19 Vaccines.” p. 49 
28 Miller, “Immigrants, Nations, and Citizenship*.” p. 377 
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states during a global pandemic, where a virus as contagious as the COVID virus challenges 
nationalist approaches. Because even if one agrees that states have a special obligation towards 
its citizens, the global interconnectedness makes it necessary to keep citizens of other nations 
safe as well. The example of Australia illustrated this rather well: They might have lived up to 
their obligation to keep their citizens safe through strict lockdowns, but it was not possible to 
sustain this state, because COVID-19 had not been stopped everywhere. If Australia and the 
other HIC had contributed more towards global vaccine equity, easing the zero-COVID-
strategy could have been more successful. Vaccines had already been available at this point.29 
With this, the point has been reached of shifting the focus to the ethical approach that we 
propose in this paper. The next section will sketch the approach we foresee, before we will 
provide the ethical arguments to truly motivate the necessary action of HIC.  

The Ethical Approach to Pandemic Response  

One of the main faults moral philosophers have found with nationalism is that the morally 
arbitrary fact of where you were born determines the quality of life–or for the case of a 
pandemic it might even determine whether you live. This notion evokes moral dissonance. It 
is a question of mere luck that one person is born in Sweden, and another person in Malawi. 
A person’s moral worth is not determined by their place of birth. This principle is encompassed 
in the theory of luck egalitarianism.30 Another moral principle can be the basis for the position 
that vaccine nationalism is not defensible: that of human dignity.31 Collste has argued in his 
recent paper “Where you live should not determine whether you live…” that these principles 
of luck egalitarianism and human dignity are more fundamental than those of vaccine 
nationalism, therefore he argues for global vaccine Sufficientarianism. This “implies that when 
the global population has achieved a certain level, a threshold, of vaccine distribution, political 
leaders in high-income countries could prioritise their own population.” 32  This position 
combines the view that nations have a global obligation to ensure the protection of human 
dignity–when not necessarily being obligated to balance out all implications of luck 
egalitarianism. Where a person is born may affect the outcome of their life, but it should not 
become an indication of their moral worth.  

The position of global vaccine Sufficientarianism of Collste converges with Gilian 
Brock’s needs-based minimum floor principles.33 Based on a Rawlsian thought experiment, 
Brock argues that people would endorse a “needs-based minimum floor principle for matters 
of distributive justice.” 34  In her construction of the original position, delegates join a 
conference. While they have relevant information on how the world functions, they know 
nothing about which nation they belong to or how likely it is that they belong to one and not 

 
29 European Medicines Agency (EMA) has conditionally permitted the first COVID-19 vaccine, 
Comirnaty, developed by BioNTech and Pfizer, in December 2020. (EMA. EMA recommends first COVID-
19 vaccine for authorisation in the EU. News (December 2020). Online at ema.europa.eu.) 
30 Collste, “‘Where You Live Should Not Determine Whether You Live’. Global Justice and the 
Distribution of COVID-19 Vaccines.” 
31 Ibid. 
32 Ibid. p. 51 
33 Gillian Brock, Global Justice: A Cosmopolitan Account (Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2009). 
34 Ibid. p. 47 
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the other. Brock argues: “I submit we would centre the terms of agreement around two 
primary guidelines of roughly equal importance–namely, that everyone should enjoy some 
equal basic liberties and that everyone should be protected from certain real (or highly 
probable) risks of serious harm.”35  Since we live in a world where people live below this 
minimum floor, the main challenge to this position becomes determining how to prioritise 
people below the minimum floor.  

Since we are interested here in the threat of infectious disease on a pandemic scale, let 
us consider more closely what such protection from real risks of serious harms would entail. 
Brock argues that: “being unable to meet our basic needs must be one of the greatest harms 
that we can face.”36 Therefore she emphasises that all delegates in her thought experiment 
would be “vigilant” to build a global order, in which all meeting basic needs are within every 
country’s reach. In the instance of healthcare, to meet this minimum floor requirement, 
countries would need an adequate supply of basic medical equipment, trained medical 
professionals, and enough doses to vaccinate their population. Following Brock’s argument, 
this would mean that HIC have an obligation to provide this level of minimum protection as a 
question of basic justice. In terms of distribution of face masks, ventilators and vaccines during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, these should have been distributed according to need, not according 
to financial means.  

While HIC faced shortages at times creating legitimate needs, HIC were also in a 
position to order prolonged lock-downs by issuing work-from-home initiatives for many 
workers to prevent a total cessation of economic productivity and soften the blow to the 
economy. At this point if a person in a HIC is unvaccinated it is often for one of these reasons: 
1. They are unable to receive the vaccine due to an allergy or other health issue; 2. They are 
hesitant and want to ensure there aren’t reports of adverse reactions, but plan to be vaccinated 
eventually; or 3. They refuse the vaccine out of belief in the many conspiracy theories 
circulating around vaccination. The continuous efforts of the WHO to overcome obstacles in 
reaching higher vaccination rates in African countries and the Americas illustrate that some 
groups remain difficult to reach.37 It also suggests low vaccination rates in many LMIC are still 
owing to the fact that many people have not yet been offered a chance to get vaccinated.  

Thus, we argue that an ethical approach to global pandemic response requires HIC to 
contribute to international pandemic preparedness storehouses of medical supplies, such as 
the ones set up by the World Bank and WHO. This ensures the basic obligations of the needs-
based minimum floor principle. In addition, HIC are free to have pandemic preparedness 
funds on a national level, as they already had, or were able to make available in the course of 
their response to COVID-19, as long as they have discharged their global obligations. During 
the course of a pandemic, an ethical approach to distribution of scarce medical resources entails 
transparency in the distribution process. This was one main problem during the initial bidding 
process for the vaccine. Pharmaceutical companies, at the time bids were placed for the first 
batch of vaccines, were not transparent with countries regarding how many doses would be 
available, how many doses countries purchased, and how many doses were going to waste. 

 
35 Ibid. p. 50 
36 Ibid. p. 51 
37 WHO. Donors making a difference: Knocking down obstacles to COVID-19 vaccination. (March 2022). Online at 
who.int 
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Due to this lack of transparency, the large majority of doses went to HIC. The justification for 
this, in part, was that these countries–US, the UK, China–were responsible for developing the 
vaccines, therefore, there was a sense that they were entitled to receive the largest portion of 
the doses. This view is supported by the ethicists Muralidharan et. al, who credit this level of 
entitlement to the investments the countries’ government put into the development of the 
vaccines.38 They claim the funder countries have a special claim to an extent over the resulting 
product, when two nations have a similar standing “based on need, equity, and other 
considerations.”39 While other countries may have an entitlement to purchasing a portion of 
the dose, the funder country is entitled to determining the allotment and prioritising their own 
national needs. Based on the constraint they introduce for consideration of needs and equity 
among others, we will show that arguments like these overlook greater structural injustices in 
the global order. It is these greater structural injustices, as they stem from the shared colonial 
past and institutional structures in the present, that provide the main arguments for motivating 
redistribution and reform.  

Arguments for Prioritising Global Redistribution 

We will provide two arguments that establish that higher income countries ought to adopt the 
ethical approach outlined above. The first one relies on Collste’s argument on rectificatory 
justice.40 His approach builds on the historical roots of current inequalities stemming from 
colonialism. Collste argues that former colonisers have a moral duty to rectify their past 
wrongs, as far as they left morally relevant traces in the present. The second line of 
argumentation builds on Thomas W. Pogge’s analysis of the global institutions.41 Thus he looks 
at current inequalities reiterated by present institutions and shows that by upholding these 
institutions, HIC continually make themselves guilty of trapping other countries in poverty. 
We argue in accordance with Pogge and Collste that affluent governments are actively 
involved in a global injustice, when they deny initiatives to redistribute health care resources 
for a more equitable distribution across the globe. It is imperative to recognize the affluent 
nations’ role in bringing about states of unpreparedness in crisis response in LMIC and, 
subsequently, for the HIC to take responsibility. We must take the pandemic as a warning sign 
to radically rethink our global order. Both Collste and Pogge’s theories are grounds for drastic 
change.  

 

1) Collste  

Building on Aristotle and Locke, Collste starts from the basic provision that “Someone who is 
injured has a right to seek reparation from the injurer.”42  Collste argues that the present 

 
38 Anantharaman Muralidharan et al., “Funder Priority for Vaccines: Implications of a Weak Lockean 
Claim,” Bioethics 36, no. 9 (November 2022): 978–88, https://doi.org/10.1111/bioe.13075. 
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40 Göran Collste, “‘… Restoring the Dignity of the Victims’. Is Global Rectificatory Justice Feasible?,” 
Ethics & Global Politics 3, no. 2 (January 2010): 85–99, https://doi.org/10.3402/egp.v3i2.1996. 
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42 Collste, “‘… Restoring the Dignity of the Victims’. Is Global Rectificatory Justice Feasible?” p. 86 
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concentration of property and wealth in the rich part of the world is at least partly the result 
of unjust historical acquisitions that “beg for rectifying actions.”43 He shows that colonialism 
was overall harmful for the colonised, and thus, there is a need for some form of reparation. A 
proponent of ethical presentism would hold against this claim, that only living individuals 
should be considered in questions of justice. And people who actively participated in 
colonialism, or who suffered the immediate wounds inflicted by colonising powers, are no 
longer among us. Against this ethical presentism Collste holds: “What makes the historical 
injustices of colonialism relevant for the present discussion on justice is precisely the fact that, 
‘it has left morally relevant traces in the present’: prosperity in the former colonial powers and 
poverty in the former colonies.”44  

Rectificatory justice is necessary when one country or party’s actions in the past have 
morally relevant consequences in the present. However, this does not solve the problem of 
identifying the relevant parties. Collste argues that the recipients should be descendants of the 
victims of colonialism, while nation states that were benefitting from the colonial structure 
should pay the reparations: former colonial powers have primary duties, while those countries 
in Europe and North America that did not have their own colonies, but nonetheless benefited 
economically from colonialism have secondary duties, because they were also “part of the 
colonial structure.”45 The insistence that there is a moral duty to rectify injustices inflicted on 
others during colonialism based on the morally relevant traces in the present, also suggests 
that the means of rectification also depend on the kind of morally present traces: these can be 
economic–cyclical poverty–cultural, or political.46  

For the case of the COVID pandemic, the lack of infrastructure in many LMIC has been 
a major obstacle to providing vaccine equity. The COVID-19 vaccines, for example, require 
constant cooling. This is a challenge, in places where electricity is not reliable, and when roads 
are in such a bad state that the last mile of the supply chain loses valuable time. Research shows 
that, “Supply chain inefficiencies can lead to immediate life-threatening consequences and 
continue to negatively impact life expectancy.”47 This is especially true during a pandemic. In 
most places, colonial powers did not have intentions to build sustainable infrastructure, but to 
extract resources, which leads to poorer infrastructure in former colonies to this day. 48 
Considering the role former colonial powers have played in establishing inadequate 
institutions and infrastructure, we could argue based on Collste, that those states that had 
benefited from the colonial structure, have a duty to rectify these past wrongs by providing 
infrastructure improvements to LMIC, to remove a major obstacle to vaccine delivery.  

This outlines one motivation for HIC to contribute to the ethical approach to global 
pandemic response, that includes a needs-based minimum floor principle. Based on Pogge’s 
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work, we will provide a second argument for HIC to contribute to a more ethical approach, 
that is potentially even further reaching.  

 

2) Pogge  

Pogge argues that global poverty can be conceived as a moral challenge to HIC in two ways: 
either we are failing a positive duty to help persons in acute distress, or we may be failing our 
negative duty “not to uphold injustice, not to contribute to or profit from the unjust 
impoverishment of the others.”49  The current response and the voluntary contribution to 
global solidarity programs like COVAX shows that we take global solidarity mostly as a 
positive duty. Pogge suggests, too, that the positive formulation is easier to substantiate and 
its implications are less far reaching.50 The positive duty to help can be discharged easily, while 
the negative duty not to uphold injustices requires institutional reform, and thus requires 
bigger sacrifices. For the more radical approach we advocate for in our paper, it is necessary 
that higher income countries understand that they have a more stringent negative duty to 
reform global institutions, just as Pogge argues. The negative duty emerges from a state in 
which one party contributes to the perpetuation of the misery of the other party. Pogge 
provides three different grounds which show that HIC contributes to the misery in such an 
active way, that it constitutes grounds for a negative duty. One of these grounds are “the effects 
of a common and violent history.”51 We have reviewed this link above, relying on Collste’s 
argument. In connection to the COVID pandemic, most interesting is the first ground of 
injustice: the effects of shared institutions. Thus, this will be the focus here.52  

According to Pogge, 53 if we want to show that the effects of shared institutions are 
grounds for injustice, because they violate the negative duty of HIC to not contribute to the 
impoverishment of others, these three conditions must be met: 1. There ought to be a shared 
institutional order in the first place, which the better-off shape and impose on the worse-off; 2. 
This institutional order is implicated in reproducing radical inequality, because there would 
be an alternative under which such radical inequalities would not persist; and 3. The radical 
inequality is caused by this shared institutional order. Pogge substantiates the claim that these 
three conditions apply to the current global order as follows: 54  1. The sharing of global 
institutions between HIC and the “global poor” is difficult to deny, when one considers how 
dramatically consumption and investment choices, export and import patterns, and political 
and military decisions reached in HIC affect the lives of the global poor. Considering the 
concentration of economic and military power in the HIC, they control the rules of the 
institutions governing the global interactions. 2) Pogge shows that the second condition is met, 
by proposing the Global Resource Dividend (GRD) as an alternative system which would 
establish a global order that does not perpetuate the same radical inequality. 3) The cyclical 

 
49 Pogge, “Eradicating Systemic Poverty.” p. 60 
50 Ibid. p. 60 
51 Ibid. 61 
52 For the purpose of completeness: the third ground that Pogge identifies on which affluent nations 
violate their negative duty is through “the uncompensated exclusion from the use of natural resources.” 
(Pogge. p. 61) 
53 Ibid. p. 61 
54 Ibid. pp. 61-61 
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nature of poverty suggests strongly that the conditions of such an “abysmal social starting 
position” determines your chances of building a better life rather than your abilities or 
ambition. Pogge thus concludes that affluent countries indeed neglect their negative duty not 
to uphold, contribute, or profit from the impoverishment of others, by using their power to 
maintain the same global institutions that benefit them.  

This directly impacts the validity of the argument on funder priority, which 
Muralidharan et al.55 have brought forth and which has been reviewed above. They argue that 
it is fair, if those countries who invested in the vaccine development take a certain–balanced 
with need and equity-principles– priority in vaccine distribution. However, they overlook that 
the ability of some countries to make such investments stems from an unjust global 
institutional order, which leaves many other countries entirely unable to do the same. But 
vaccine development and pandemic response is not only a matter of economic resources. It is 
also a matter of healthcare institutions. A broad body of literature draws attention to the 
problem of brain drain in the healthcare sector. Among them, for example, Sager56 argues that 
primary attention in ethical accounts should not scrutinise individual decisions of skilled 
workers to migrate, but that it must be examined if these decisions are based on just structural 
conditions. He shows that, “capitalist expansion has structured migration networks so that 
developing countries and their migrants have mostly had to adapt to imposed conditions 
rather than to negotiate fair terms.”57 And he is clear about the responsibility higher income 
countries have in this context:  

In some cases, the exodus of skilled workers, particularly from small countries 
with relatively little educational infrastructure, exacerbates wider development 
problems. When this occurs, there is an obligation to structure global institutions 
so they do not predictably harm the worst off members of the human population 
by making it unlikely that the people best placed to help are most likely to leave. 
Since migration and development policies influence each other, the goal is to 
promote positive feedback loops.58 

Thus the lack of skilled workers in the healthcare sector among many LMIC constitute an 
injustice, as they result from an unjust global order.  

To return to Pogge’s argument that rich countries have a negative duty to reform this 
global institutional order hinges on the condition that, “the status quo can be reformed.”59 
Pogge proposes for this the Global Resources Dividend (GRD). In the more particular case of 
the COVID vaccines, we have sided with vaccine Sufficientarianism as a feasible alternative. 
Pogge’s argument for a negative duty to reform global institutions, and Collste’s argument for 
the responsibility to rectify the wrongs of colonialism, provide substantial grounds for higher 
income countries to recognize that they ought to follow a more ethical approach, like the one 
outlined in the previous section.  

 
55 Muralidharan et al., “Funder Priority for Vaccines.” 
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Let us move back from the theory to the particular case at hand: the appropriate 
response to the COVID-19 pandemic in light of these institutional injustices. In the last section 
we will use the example of vaccine distribution, to illustrate further, how the global 
mismanagement of the pandemic started much earlier than late 2019. 

Current Vaccine Rollout: Three Areas for Reform  

A prime example of disparity in distribution has been the inequality in vaccine distribution. In 
applying Brock’s minimum floor principle, which aligns with the vaccine Sufficientarianism 
proposed by Collste,60 to the vaccine distribution would prioritise ensuring certain thresholds 
are met globally, and may look along the lines of the following example. Moving forward, the 
kind of radical reform of medical supply chains that our argument implies will require 
improvements in three areas: first, more equal distribution of existing vaccine doses and other 
necessary medical supplies; second, stable infrastructure to mobilise and healthcare staff to 
administer vaccine doses efficiently; and third, suspension of patent protections and sharing 
of vaccine formulas between pharmaceutical companies. All these suggested improvements 
require a lasting transformation of our global institutions.  

The market for COVID-19 vaccination has disproportionately disadvantaged 
developing countries. Nearly two years after the first vaccine was given, the continent of Africa 
has managed to fully vaccinate only 22.7% of its population.61 The African Union set a goal to 
vaccinate 60% of the continent’s population by June 2022 in order to achieve herd immunity–
a goal they failed to meet due to a lack of access to doses and a lack of medical professionals 
able to administer doses. Africa’s disadvantage in vaccine distribution was not only a result of 
a lack of money to buy the doses, but a lack of bargaining power during the initial distribution 
due to national priority setting in global institutions. Given the fact that Moderna and Pfizer 
are both American companies, the US was able to ensure they secured more than enough doses 
for their citizens first. 

As we have noted earlier, COVAX aims to provide only enough vaccine doses for 20% 
of countries’ populations. We argue that this is an insufficient goal. The Sufficientarian would 
say the COVAX level should have been at least 60%. In addition, they would set more 
ambitious goals for distribution of vaccines that would include donating all surplus doses, 
waiting to vaccinate kids and lowering age limits for vaccinations only once elderly, 
immunocompromised, and essential workers world-wide are vaccinated. Vaccinating the 
nation’s population is the most important step in recovery because it prevents spread and 
reduces the chance of death. Thus it is a crucial measure to respect one of the basic principles 
of human dignity and luck egalitarianism.62 

The current distribution of the vaccine has been a result of free market Capitalism as 
each country bid for an allotment of the vaccine doses as they became available. Out of the 11 
billion vaccine doses to be created by the end of 2021, over 9.9 billion were purchased by HIC–
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i.e. with the majority going to the U.S., Canada, the UK–and the remaining 1.1 billion were 
divided up among developing countries. 63  Without consideration of global justice and 
oversight in the allocation process, distribution inequity is bound to occur. 

The main problem with distribution as it stands is the glaring inequality in which 
countries are able to recover from the pandemic. Countries able to attain herd immunity and 
reduce the numbers of reported cases are able to save lives and start repairing their economy. 
Many countries struggling to vaccinate their population will only be left further behind, 
exacerbating already existing inequalities. Vaccine distribution is an issue of global distributive 
justice, but also an issue of institutional reform and rectificatory justice. Pharmaceutical 
companies plan to create enough vaccine doses to vaccinate the world’s population before the 
end of 2022. However, that vaccination goal is unlikely to be reached, not because of a lack of 
doses, but because of poor distribution planning and rollout. Every month the U.S. throws out 
millions of doses either because patients have missed their scheduled appointments to receive 
their vaccine or because vaccination sites over prepared and ordered more doses than they 
needed.64 These wasted doses could have otherwise been administered in countries that have 
desperate needs.  

Therefore, we argue that HIC should redistribute the excess vaccine doses to LMIC 
rather than letting doses go to waste. Redistribution would not only uphold every human’s 
right to life and right not to suffer from a serious illness, but also be more efficient. Poor 
planning on health officials’ part and a lack of transparency of excess supply has contributed 
to an inefficient distribution. While many doses have been donated, there has been a lack of 
transparency on the exact surplus of doses HIC possesses. With the global death toll of the 
COVID-19 pandemic topping over 6.5 million deaths, the world can’t afford to waste doses.65  

Second, we argue there is a need for improvement in the area of necessary 
infrastructure to mobilise medical supplies and healthcare staff to administer vaccine doses. 
Here, the WHO estimated in December 2021 “a US $1.3 billion shortfall in operational costs, 
including cold-chain logistics and travel costs and payment for vaccinators and supervisors, 
as well as a looming shortage of syringes and other crucial commodities.”66 It is not enough to 
ensure countries receive a supply of doses. Careful planning and development of a strategy to 
bring the vaccine to the people is as important. One key lesson from the roll-out in Africa was 
that those countries which had a cohesive plan on how to mobilise and utilise the vaccine, 
fared much better.67 Another benefit was that many African countries already have experience 
with mass vaccinations, therefore having some warehouse infrastructure in the rural areas 
already. Yet, it is not always possible to ensure trained professionals are available to administer 
doses and people in rural areas often lack access to distribution sites. Lack of medical staff is 
often the result of other injustice like limitations in higher education and brain drain, as our 

 
63 World Bank Group. 'Absolutely Unacceptable' COVID-19 Vaccination Rates in Developing Countries | 
The Development Podcast. Podcast (August 2021). Online at worldbank.org  
64 Ibid. 
65 Elflein, John. Number of novel coronavirus (COVID-19) deaths worldwide as of December 16, 2021, by country. 
(December, 2021). Online at statista.com. 
66 ibid. 
67 WHO. Key lessons from Africa’s COVID-19 vaccine rollout. Press Release (December 2021). Online at 
afro.who.int.   
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brief discussion on Sager68 illustrated. This shortfall in organizational execution is a testament 
to the argument we have made above and throughout this paper: In order to enable effective 
pandemic response all over the globe, we need to address the systemic injustices that keep 
LMIC in a state of poverty.  

Lastly, it is important to reconsider the protections governments have in place for 
patents. In times of peace, patents are meant to protect a company’s intellectual property and 
ensure a company is able to profit off of their inventions. However, in times of a pandemic 
when there are mass casualties, pharmaceutical companies ought to suspend their right to 
profit for the sake of saving lives. In the US in May 2021, the Biden administration expressed 
support for an initiative to waive intellectual property protection.69 A measure to suspend 
intellectual property for the vaccine that was proposed by India and South Africa, but was 
eventually blocked by the European Union. The strongest argument in contention was that 
suspending the patents would prevent innovation in health crises. It is time to shift our 
understanding of the pharmaceutical industry away from a pursuit of exponential profits. A 
radical notion, we’re sure. But the task of the pharmaceutical industry, first and foremost, 
should be to save lives by inventing life saving medicine–a task that only they can perform.  

Perhaps it is naive to assume a massive corporation like the pharmaceutical industry 
will act benevolently on behalf of developing countries and put considerations of profits 
second. However, it is not unreasonable to expect countries to act out of self-interest. It is in 
HIC’ best interest to reach an end to the pandemic and in order to do so, developing countries 
will need to be able to contain the virus. However, bringing the pandemic to an end is an 
insurmountable task without global collaboration.  

Conclusion 

In concluding this paper, we have looked at how national priority setting and free market 
bargaining are insufficient in times of global health crises. We have considered how radical 
redistribution and institutional restructuring is necessary to respond to this pandemic 
ethically. And further, how investment in infrastructure will be required to better prepare 
LMIC for the next pandemic. We have shown that high income countries have an obligation 
to aid the developing world in achieving their goals. And how advancement of LMIC 
healthcare systems is in the global best interest. We argue that vaccines and medical equipment 
should have been distributed according to Brock’s needs-based minimum floor principles, thus 
defending positions of vaccine Sufficientarianism. HIC ought to adopt such a strategy based 
on, 1. Their duty to rectify past injustices from colonisation, as Collste presents it, and 2. a 
negative duty not to uphold unjust institutions and to contribute to radical inequalities, as 
Pogge’s work establishes. We advocate that for the future a drastic institutional reform of the 
global health system order is needed. Three practical steps in the vaccine rollout are outlined 
to start: HIC should redistribute the excess vaccine doses to LMIC rather than letting doses go 
to waste; necessary infrastructure to mobilise medical supplies and healthcare staff to 

 
68 Sager, “Reframing the Brain Drain.” 
69 Kaplan, Thomas, et al. ‘Taking ‘Extraordinary Measures’, Biden Backs Suspending Patents on Vaccines’. 
The New York Times. (May 2021). Available at nytimes.com. 
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administer vaccine doses is necessary; and patents should be suspended to prioritise saving 
lives.  

Throughout this paper we have shown the contributing factors that have inculcated 
wealth disparity and inequity of healthcare distribution. Further, we have shown this 
inequality has resulted in challenges for developing countries to survive a pandemic–an 
unacceptable violation of the basic principles of human dignity and luck egalitarian principles. 
High income countries have a moral duty to assist LMIC in the time of a pandemic in order to 
prevent mass casualties.  At the forefront of decision making, we argue, should be the 
acknowledgement of the rectificatory obligations former colonial powers have and their 
negative duty not to uphold unjust institutions that contribute to the impoverishment of the 
global poor. Wealth disparity between countries and their origins must be taken into account 
when HIC are strategizing and building infrastructure.  
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Epicurean Priority-setting During the COVID-19 
Pandemic and Beyond 

Bjørn Hol & Carl Tollef Solberg 

The aim of this article is to study the relationship between Epicureanism 
and pandemic priority-setting and to explore whether Epicurus's 
philosophy is compliant with the later developed utilitarianism. We find 
this aim interesting because Epicurus had a different way of valuing 
death than our modern society does: Epicureanism holds that death—
understood as the incident of death—cannot be bad (or good) for those 
who die (self-regarding effects). However, this account is still consistent 
with the view that a particular death can be bad for everyone else but 
those who die, such as family, friends, and society (other-regarding 
effects). During the pandemic, the focus has been on the number of deaths 
more than on the suffering and reduced well-being of those infected and 
the rest of society. However, since the pandemic requires prioritization, 
it is, on a utilitarian account, important to consider priorities that do the 
most good overall. In this article, we approach the harm of death from an 
Epicurean point of view, seeking to flesh out potential implications for 
pandemic priority-setting, and healthcare in general, using a case study 
of COVID-19 priority-setting. We also explore whether this would 
conflict with utilitarianism. We conclude that an Epicurean pandemic 
priority-setting approach would be different but, surprisingly, not 
radically different from many of the actual priority-setting decisions we 
saw under the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Introduction 

Strategies to limit the number of deaths have been the main focus of governments during 
the pandemic, and the number of deaths has also been what media have focused on. We, 
as authors, have different opinions about the Epicurean account of death. One of us 
supports Epicureanism, while the other supports deprivationism. Deprivationism, the 
orthodoxy today, holds that death is prudentially bad because it deprives the subject of 
life, the rest of life that the subject would have lived had not death occurred when it did. 
Epicureanism holds that death is nothing to us, i.e., it has no value, it does not matter for 
the dead because death is non-existence, and existence is taken to be necessary for anything 
to matter. 

Although we differ in our views on Epicureanism and deprivationism, we both 
have an interest in Epicurean philosophy and explore whether the acceptance of Epicurean 
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philosophy, especially its idea of the non-value of death, could make a difference for 
governmental vaccine strategies. This article, therefore, seeks to compare the vaccine 
strategies used to fight the COVID-19 pandemic with an Epicurean view on death. 
Furthermore, as extensive restrictions and lockdowns were used, in addition to vaccines, 
to limit the consequences of COVID-19, we (the authors) were motivated also to include a 
discussion on utilitarianism versus Epicureanism, as utilitarianism holds that maximizing 
pleasure and minimizing pain is the goal. And if one accepts this goal, there seems to be a 
conflict between the reduced pleasure caused by the restrictions and utilitarianism. The 
hypotheses, at the start, were that Epicureanism could agree with radically different 
vaccine strategies than those implemented by most governments. Furthermore, it seemed 
plausible that utilitarianism, with its focus on maximizing pleasure and minimizing pain, 
could be seen as similar to the hedonistic Epicureanism. 

This article proceeds as follows. We first present the key messages from the recent 
Lancet Commission on the Value of Death (hereafter, the Commission). Then, we discuss 
the recommendations for COVID-19 vaccine strategies as presented in three sources: WHO 
SAGE,1 an article published in The New England Journal of Medicine,2 and a report from an 
expert group in Norway.3 To broaden the scope, we then discuss the implications of other 
measures used to prevent COVID-19 infections and their effects, focusing on an article by 
Savulescu et al.4 Subsequently, we briefly present the two main philosophical accounts of 
the individual harm of death: deprivationism and Epicureanism. While deprivationism is 
the philosophical orthodoxy, we here consider the implications of an Epicurean position 
for pandemic priority-setting. We then briefly present Epicurean ethics and, comparing 
this with utilitarianism, argue that Epicurus's philosophy has elements similar to utilitarian 
principles. Finally, we compare Epicurean ideas with the strategies used for preventing 
COVID-19 effects and the consequences of Epicureanism for other health-related 
questions. 

The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death 

According to the Commission,5 the COVID-19 pandemic has brought death and dying high 
up on the agenda, as witnessed by the daily updates on the numbers of COVID-19 fatalities 
worldwide. Moreover, for many priority-setting strategies, such as vaccine allocation, 
minimizing COVID-19 fatalities has been a chief objective.6 More generally, in the Western 
world, there is evidence for the overuse of aggressive care for dying patients and the 
underuse of palliative care; the Commission estimates that in high-income countries, 

 
1 The WHO SAGE values framework for the allocation and prioritization of COVID-19 vaccination 
(14 September 2020).  Stable URL: https://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep28175 
2 Ezekiel J. Emanuel et al., Fair Allocation of Scarce Medical Resources in the Time of COVID-19, 
The New England Journal of Medicine 382:21 (2020), pp. 2049-2055. DOI: 10.1056/NEJMsb2005114 
3 NIPH. 2020. Advice on priority groups for coronavirus vaccination in Norway (2020). norwegian-
ethics-advisory-report-for-corona-vaccination.pdf 
4 Julian Savulescu, Ingmar Persson, Dominic Wilkinson, Utilitarianism and the pandemic, Bioethics 
2020;34 (2020), pp. 620-632.   DOI: 10.1111/bioe.12771 
5 Report of the Lancet Commission on the Value of Death: bringing death back into life (2022).  
https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(21)02314-X 
6 NIPH. 2020. Advice on priority groups for coronavirus vaccination in Norway (2020). norwegian-
ethicsadvisory-report-for-corona-vaccination.pdf; WHO SAGE. (2020).  
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between 8.0% and 11.2% of the annual health expenditure occurs for the less than 1.0% 
who die in that year.7  

The report of the Commission further paints contrasting pictures of overtreatment 
and undertreatment in hospitals and cites that many die of preventable conditions without 
access to pain relief. The Commission observes that COVID-19 fatalities have been in the 
media's spotlight and that healthcare systems have been overwhelmed.8 Noting that fear 
of death has increased, the report suggests rebalancing is necessary. 

Although the Commission does not advertise its philosophical positions (there are, 
in fact, several, as Fig. 1 on page 5 in the Commission report shows), it appeals for a more 
balanced attitude toward death, dying, the length of life, and life's quality. Concerned by 
the excessive use of end-of-life interventions, the Commission argues that death and dying 
must be recognized as normal—and even valuable.9 It also asserts that the priority has been 
on reducing deaths, not suffering, and endorses approaching a more balanced weighing of 
life, well-being, death, and grieving.10 Moreover, the Commission's report also 
recommends further research on promoting such rebalancing and revaluing death and 
dying.11 

The above observations included in its report, even if not compatible with the 
Epicurean philosophy of death, can be seen as criticizing the view that death is the worst 
that can happen to one. For instance, the Commission seems to suggest that, in some cases, 
one should accept that preventing suffering is more important than using resources to 
postpone deaths. Attaining the utopia the Commission wishes for12—a future where “life, 
well-being, death, and grieving are in balance”—might require a change in values 
comparable to the world-changing effects of the rediscovery of Epicurus's philosophy in 
the 15th century through the publication of Lucretius's poem “De Rerum Natura” (“On the 
Nature of Things”). The heretic ideas of materialism and no afterlife had profound 
implications for the development of ethics and philosophy.13 The Epicurean philosophy, 
directed at giving advice on how to live a good life, is best known, perhaps, for the 
arguments for the non-value of death. Epicurus identified the fear of death as one of the 
main causes for distress, and argued that the material body, the atoms that one’s body is 
made of, will be dispersed at death, and thereby one will cease to exist. And when one no 
longer exists, one cannot experience anything, because existence is necessary for 
experience. And as pleasure and pain, what Epicurus held was what matters most in life, 
must be experienced, one should not fear death. 

Vaccine Strategies During the COVID-19 Pandemic 

Vaccination prevents both morbidity and mortality (directly) and spread by infection 
(indirectly). By contrast, conventional treatments have mostly direct effects. This is one of 

 
7 Shannon Brownlee et al., Evidence for overuse of medical services around the world, Lancet (2017), 
p. 161. https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(16)32585-5; Lancet ommission, p. 1. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid., p. 2. 
10 Ibid., p. 3. 
11 Ibid., p. 40. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Stephen Greenblatt, The Swerve, How the World Became Modern (New York, London, W.W. Norton & 
Company, 2011). 
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the reasons why the priority-setting of vaccines is more complicated than priority-setting 
of conventional treatment.  

During the first wave of COVID-19, vaccines were scarce; thus, setting priorities 
became important. The scarcity of beneficial interventions is at the root of any priority-
setting system. The media focused on the numbers of deaths and practical solutions to 
prevent infection, such as using masks, limiting social interaction, working from home, 
closing restaurants and bars—and later—who should receive the first vaccine doses. 
However, there was less focus on the grounding principles for these measures, especially 
philosophical attitudes toward death. 

Three sources discussing the priority-setting of vaccines (the WHO SAGE report, 
the article in The New England Journal of Medicine, and the Norwegian expert group 
report14) illustrate the relevant questions. We first discuss the WHO SAGE report,15 which 
aims to offer “guidance globally on the allocation of COVID-19 vaccines […] and to offer 
guidance nationally on the prioritization of groups for vaccination within countries” (p.1). 
The report identifies six goals: (a) human well-being, (b) reduction of deaths, disease 
burden, and societal effects, (c) equal respect, (d) global equity, (e) national equity, and (f) 
reciprocity.16 Reduction of deaths and disease burden could be achieved by prioritizing 
older adults, groups with comorbidities, and populations with a significantly elevated risk 
of being infected. 

The WHO SAGE report does not emphasize preventing deaths or the loss of lives 
or life years. Instead, it states as overarching goals both the utilitarian value of 
maximization of good, here defined as health benefits achieved through the promotion of 
well-being (see above), and equitable access to the benefits, that is, fair treatment of the 
interests and rights of all relevant groups.17 Although these two goals seem to conflict, 
there is no theoretical discussion of this problem in the report. 

We next look at the article published in The New England Journal of Medicine, where 
deaths are more in focus.18 This article identifies four values: maximizing the benefits 
produced by scarce resources (understood as saving the most individual lives or as saving 
the most-life-years by giving priority to patients likely to survive longest after treatment), 
treating people equally (understood as using a first-come, first-served allocation, or by 
random selection, such as a lottery), promoting instrumental value (understood as giving 
priority to those that can save others, or reward those who have saved others in the past, 
e.g., healthcare workers), and giving priority to the worst off (understood as the sickest 
first or youngest first).19 Moreover, on the basis of these four values, the authors then 
propose six recommendations for the allocation of COVID-19 vaccines: (a) maximize 
benefits, (b) prioritize health workers, (c) use random allocation, such as a lottery rather 
than a first-come, first-served allocation (although used for example for such resources as 
transplantations, this could unfairly benefit patients living nearer to health facilities), (d) 

 
14 WHO SAGE. (2020); Emanuel et al., Fair Allocation of Scarce Medical Resources in the Time of 
COVID-19, pp. 2049-2055; Eli Feiring, Reidun Førde, Søren Holm, Ole Frithjof Norheim, Berge 
Solberg, Carl Tollef Solberg, Gry Wester, Advice on Priority groups for coronavirus vaccination in Norway, 
NIPH, 15. November 2020. 
15 WHO SAGE. (2020), p. 1. 
16 Ibid., pp. 10-11. 
17 Ibid., p. 6. 
18 Emanuel et al., Fair Allocation of Scarce Medical Resources in the Time of COVID-19, pp. 2049-
2055.  
19 Ibid., p. 2051. 
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be responsive to evidence, (e) recognize research participation, and (f) apply the same 
principles to all COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 patients.20 

In explicating the first of these recommendations, Emanuel et al. argue that saving 
lives and maximizing improvements in an individual's post-treatment life are values with 
consensus across expert reports. They also argue that these values are consistent with 
utilitarian ethical perspectives and the paramount value of each human life; saving lives is 
to be prioritized over extending lives. Moreover, the scholars assert that the quality of 
future life will not be considered because of practical challenges. They further argue that it 
would be right to prioritize those with the best chance to recover if given treatment. An 
added benefit of this principle is that this prioritized group would probably comprise 
many young patients, who are the “worst off in the sense of being at risk of dying young 
and not having a full life.”21 It is also supported by, for example, Persad et al.,22 who call 
for the prioritization of those who would have had the fewest life years, if dying of the 
infection, and therefore are the worst off (p.425). 

The third source on the COVID-19 vaccine strategy we discuss is a Norwegian 
report by an expert group. This group was appointed to “establish clear goals for what the 
Coronavirus Immunisation Programme should achieve, as well as to make 
recommendations for which groups should be given priority in the first phase of the 
programme.”23 The group argues that five fundamental values must direct the vaccination 
priorities: equal respect, welfare, equity, trust, and legitimacy. Based on these values, they 
then propose five goals:24 

 

1. Reduce the risk of death.25 
2. Reduce the risk of severe illness. 
3. Maintain essential services and critical infrastructure. 
4. Protect employment and the economy. 
5. Reopen society. 

 

In Norway, three categories for priority-setting were established from the above values 
and goals: risk factors for severe illness and death, infection situation, and occupation. 
Based on these groups, the following recommendations were made:26 Risk groups and 
healthcare workers should be prioritized in this order as long as the pandemic is under 
control. However, when the pandemic is more severe with widespread transmission, 
healthcare workers should be prioritized over risk groups, and critical societal functions 
should be a third priority group.  

Clearly, among the three sources we have presented, there is an overlap regarding 
values, goals, and priorities. The article in The New England Journal of Medicine is the most 
explicit about identifying the prevention of deaths as the top priority because it holds that 

 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid., p. 2052. 
22 Govind Persad, Alan Wertheimer, and Ezekiel j. Emanuel, Principles for allocation of scarce 
medical interventions, Lancet 373:2009 (2009), pp. 423-31. 
23 Feiring et al., Advice on Priority groups for coronavirus vaccination in Norway. 
24 Ibid. p. 13. 
25 The number of deaths, or the number of life-years should be used as a measure. The latter if the 
vaccines have different effects in different age groups and if there is scarcity and indirect effect of 
avoided deaths on behavior and welfare will be small. 
26 Risk groups are those with a risk of being infected and/or becoming seriously ill if infected. At the 
beginning of the pandemic, little was known about the consequences of being infected. 
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death is the worst that can happen to one and that death causes one to lose life years; 
moreover, the more years one loses (by dying young), the worse off one is.27  

Utilitarian Strategy for Preventing COVID-19 Infections 

In their article on utilitarianism and the pandemic, Savulescu et al.28 defend utilitarian 
ethical principles for guiding the course of action during the pandemic.29 They argue that 
people will suffer or die avoidable deaths if one does not adopt utilitarianism as a guiding 
ethical theory during the COVID-19 pandemic.30 The authors further point to the effects of 
restrictions on movement, employment, and everyday life of billions and at huge costs.31  

It may be helpful to just briefly sketch deprivationism and Epicureanism before we 
start the discussion of this article. Deprivationism is the thought that death deprives one 
of the life one could have lived if death had not occurred when it did. The idea is that a 
longer life, on balance, contains more well-being than a shorter life (if the life is good). One 
therefore loses well-being by dying. Epicureanism, on the other hand, which holds that 
pleasure and pain is what matters most, holds that death is not bad and does not deprive 
one of life and well-being, because the deprivation one is supposed to suffer, is caused by 
death and therefore takes place after one has ceased to exist, and existence is necessary for 
one to experience a loss or a deprivation. Therefore, Epicurus held that death has no value, 
it is nothing to us. He did not, however, argue that life has no value. Life can, and following 
Epicurus’s advice, will be good, and a good life it is rational to want to prolong. Life can 
be good, but death has no value. 

Savulescu et al.’s article focuses on deaths and the cost of saving lives, but it also 
acknowledges the importance of quality of life, referring to the utilitarian principle of 
achieving the most well-being. They argue that for the utilitarian, QALYs (quality-adjusted 
life years) lost should be more important than the number of deaths. This observation could 
make one think that Savulescu et al. are sympathetic to Epicureanism, stressing well-being 
as the important issue instead of the number of deaths. However, other parts of their article 
focus on the number of deaths caused by COVID-19 and by the measures implemented to 
prevent infections, such as lockdowns. The scholars, in fact, cite certain “rules of thumb” 
for use in emergencies:32 Number—save the greatest number from dying, taken to be an 
obvious goal and to be used in different situations; Probability—save the one with the 
highest probability of survival; Duration of treatment—use medical equipment, such as 
ventilators, on patients requiring the shortest treatment; and Resources—prioritize less 
costly treatments. Nevertheless, in addition to number, they also consider length of life to be 
important; thus, they suggest considering age and prognosis when prioritizing patients.33 

While Savulescu et al. stress (I) saving lives and (II) safeguarding well-being as 
important goals during a pandemic, they do so without explicitly discussing the possible 

 
27 This line of thinking is compatible with the construct of disability-adjusted life years (DALYs); the 
quality of life (understood as negative compared to full health) is combined with years of life lost, i.e., 
the number of years one could have lived if one had died at a pre-set age, to form one number that 
symbolizes the DALY. 
28 Savulescu et al. (2020). 
29 We consider utilitarianism to be a well-known ethical theory and therefore do not comment on the 
presentation by Savulescu et al. in their article. 
30 Savulescu et al., p. 630. 
31 Ibid. p. 620. 
32 Ibid., p. 623. 
33 Ibid. 
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conflict between these two goals. Furthermore, they point out that there are more cost-
effective ways of saving lives than the strategies used to prevent COVID-19 infections, such 
as preventing malaria. There is, therefore, a certain inconsistency in their article. However, 
the authors can be identified as deprivationists when they say, “We will, however, see that 
what is morally relevant from a utilitarian perspective isn't death in itself but rather the 
length and quality of life the deceased would have had if they hadn't died.”34 

Deprivationism and Epicureanism on Death 

Per the orthodoxy in contemporary analytic philosophy, death is a comparative 
counterfactual harm to the one who dies.35 As most philosophers accept that being dead is 
not to be in a harmed state, they promote the deprivation account—the most prevalent anti-
Epicurean view of the harm of death. The deprivation account is based on the idea that 
death deprives the dying of the future that they could have had, had they not died. The 
deprivation account relies on a narrative of counterfactual harm: the life one could have 
had (i.e., a counterfactual) had death not occurred when it did (i.e., the factual). When the 
counterfactual, longer life would have conferred more well-being than the shorter, actual 
life, then death is a harm—a counterfactual comparative harm.36  

The upshot of the deprivation account is that it seems to avoid the tough challenges 
of Epicurus, Lucretius, and their modern followers, i.e., tackling the experience (experience 
of the badness is necessary for anything to be bad for one), time (one is dead when the 
supposed badness occurs), and symmetry (the state of being dead is relevantly like the state 
of not being borne) arguments. However, it also carries its own problems. Given the truth 
of the person-affecting principle, namely that an outcome is worse only if it worse for 
someone – (which supporters of Epicureanism tend to presume)37 – death as a harm cannot 

 
34 Ibid., p. 622. 
35 Hilary Greaves, Against the Badness of Death, in Saving People from the Harm of Death, edited by 
Espen  Gamlund and Carl Tollef Solberg, (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2019), pp. 189-202.   
https://DOI:10.1093/oso/9780190921415.003.0014; Leonard Wayne Sumner, A Matter of Life and 
Death, Noûs, Vol. 10, No.2, Symposium on Utilitarianism (1976), pp. 145-171; Harry S. Silverstein, 
The Evil of Death, in The Metaphysics of Death, Stanford Series in Philosophy, edited by John Martin 
Fischer, (Stanford, California, Stanford University Press, 1993), Ch. 6, p. 98; Anthony L Brueckner 
and John Martin Fischer, Why is Death Bad?, in The Metaphysics of Death, Stanford Series in Philosophy, 
edited by John Martin Fischer, (Stanford, California, Stanford University Press, 1993), Ch. 12, p. 222; 
Ben Bradley, Well-Being and Death, (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2009), Ch. 2. 
https://doi.org/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199557967.003.0002; Greaves, Against “the Badness of 
Death”, p. 191; Ole Martin Moen and Axel Braanen Sterri, Aktiv dødshjelp. Etikk ved livets slutt, (Oslo, 
Cappelen Damm Akademisk, 2019); Carl Tollef Solberg, Ole Frithjof Norheim, Mathias Barra, The 
disvalue of death in the global burden of disease, Journal of Medical Ethics, 44:2018 (2018), pp. 192-198.  
doi:1136/medethics-2017-104365; Jeff McMahan, Death and the Value of Life, Ethics, Vol. 99, No. 1 
(1988), pp. 32-61. 
36 Travis Timmerman, A dilemma for Epicureanism, Philosophical Studies 176:2019 (2019), pp. 241-257.  
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11098-017-1014-2; Carl Tollef Solberg, Døden som et onde, En 
oversiktsartikkel, Norsk filosofisk tidsskrift, årgang 54, nr. 3, (2019b), pp. 167-186. 
https://doi.org/10.18261/issn.1504-2901-2019-03-05 
37 Larry S. Temkin, Intransitivity and the Mere Addition Paradox, Philosophy & Public Affairs Vol. 16, 
No. 2 (1987), pp. 138-187, p. 166; Derek Parfit, Future People, the Non-Identity Problem, and 
Person-Affecting Principles, Philosophy and Public Affairs 45, No. 2, (2017), pp. 118-157. 
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affect the postmortem person; rather, the incident of death must affect the antemortem 
person.38  

Some further argue that if death can be good—say, when it ends one's suffering 
caused by extreme pain—then death can also be bad. Others typically reply that there is no 
symmetry in this argument39 and that the goodness–badness nexus concerns not the 
incident of death, but rather what happens before death occurs: When death has occurred, 
there is no longer a subject for goodness–badness attribution. 

Yet another argument for the badness of death is based on the ideas that (a) life 
must be seen as a whole and (b) the life seen as such has suffered if death occurs 
prematurely, that is, before one has lived a complete life.40 This line of thinking is closely 
related to an argument from The Nicomachean Ethics. Aristotle argues that one cannot judge 
a life's quality before it has ended.41 Aristotle’s idea is that life is a project that can be 
valued. Life can be a success, a failure or something in between. This evaluation, made 
after the subjects' death, is, however, not necessarily about the prudential badness of death 
but about a life project seen from the outside, not from the view of the dead, as the dead 
does not have a view.42  

What is the Epicurean position?43 Epicurus (341–270 BCE) held the following: 

 
38 “Post-mortem person” is an oxymoron from an Epicurean perspective since we are referring to a 
non-existing entity. However, this term is often used in the philosophy-of-death literature; Fred 
Feldman, Confrontations with the Reaper, A Philosophical Study of the Nature and Value of Death, (Oxford, 
Oxford University Press, 1992), p.89; Joel Feinberg, Harm to others, in The Metaphysics of Death, 
Stanford Series in Philosophy, edited by John Martin Fischer, (Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1993), 
Ch. 10, pp. 171-190; George Pitcher, The Misfortunes of the Dead, in The Metaphysics of Death, Stanford 
Series in Philosophy, edited by John Martin Fischer, (Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1993), Ch. 9, 
pp. 159-168. 
39 David Benatar, Still Better Never to Have Been: A Reply to (More of) My Critics, Journal of Ethics, 
17, (2013), pp. 121-151. 
40 Ezekiel J. Emanuel, et al., Fair Allocation of Scarce Medical Resources in the Time of COVID-19, 
p. 2052; In one study, researchers also surveyed preferences regarding treatment that would increase 
life span among people who had lived a long life and among those who were younger. The majority’s 
view was that differences in patients’ remaining lifetime without treatment did not matter, but total 
lifetime inequalities should be reduced. Jan Abel Olsen, Priority Preferences: “End of Life” Does Not 
Matter, But Total Life Does. Value in Health (2013), pp. 1063-1066. 
Http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jval2013.06.002 
41 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, translated by C.D.C. Reeve, (Indianapolis, Cambridge, Hackett 
Publishing Company, 2014), p. 16, 1101a15. 
https://doi.org/10.23943/princeton/9780691158464.003.0003  
42 Derek Parfit, Reasons and Persons, (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1984) p. 495; Øyvind Rabbås, 
Eudaimonia, Human Nature, and Normativity’, in The Quest for the Good Life: Ancient Philosophers on 
Happiness, edited by Øyvind Rabbås, Eyjolfur K. Emilsson, Hallvard Fossheim, Miira Tuominen, 
(Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2015), Ch. 4, pp. 88-112, pp. 95-96.   
https://doi.org/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780198746980.003.0005; James Warren, Facing Death, Epicurus 
and his Critics, (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 2004), pp. 50-52. 
43 David B. Suits, Epicurus and the Singularity of Death, (London, Bloomsbury Academic, 2020); David B. 
Suits, Death and Other Nothings, The Philosophical Forum, (2012), pp. 215-230; David B. Suits, Why 
Death Is Not Bad for the One Who Died, American Philosophical Quarterly, Vol., 38, No. 1, (2001), pp. 
69-84; Stephen E. Rosenbaum, How to Be Dead and Not Care: A Defense of Epicurus, in The 
Metaphysics of Death, Stanford Series in Philosophy, edited by John Martin Fischer, (Stanford, California, 
Stanford University Press, 1993), Ch. 7, pp. 117-134; Stephen E. Rosenbaum, The Symmetry 
Argument: Lucretius Against the Fear of Death, Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, Vol.1, No.2, 
(1989), pp. 353-373; Stephen E. Rosenbaum, The Harm of Killing: An Epicurean Perspective, in 
Contemporary Essays on Greek Ideas: The Kilgore Festschrift, edited by Robert M. Baird, William F. Cooper, 
Elmer H. Duncan, Stuart E. Rosenbaum, (Waco, Texas, Baylor University Press, 1987); David B. 
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Get used to believing that death is nothing to us. For all good and bad consist in sense-
experience, and death is the privation of sense-experience […]. For there is nothing 
fearful in life for one who has grasped that there is nothing fearful in the absence of 
life […]. So, death, the most frightening of bad things, is nothing to us; since when we 
exist, death is not yet present, and when death is present, then we do not exist. 
Therefore, it is relevant neither to the living nor to the dead since it does not affect the 
former, and the latter do not exist.44 

This relatively compact passage contains the roots of several different arguments: the 
necessity of sense experience for anything to be good or bad (Epicurus was a hedonist45), 
that one should not fear something that is not bad in itself, a necessary condition of 
coexistence for causation, and also a necessary condition of existence for experience. 

Epicurus's project was therapeutic: to show his followers that they had no reason 
to fear death and dying. He wanted to teach his followers how to live the best life possible, 
a life without mental or physical pain or suffering (ataraxia, lack of distress in the soul, and 
aponia, lack of pain in the body), a moderate life of complete happiness. (The understanding 
of happiness as the lack of mental distress and bodily pain, is much discussed, but we 
cannot follow up on that here.) 

To be clear, Epicureanism46 does not necessarily hold that death cannot be bad in 
any sense: Death can remain bad for family, friends, and others. To permanently lose a 
beloved friend or relative can undoubtedly be bad for one. Importantly, the Epicurean 
position is that the incident of death cannot be prudentially bad.  

Although the arguments in the letter to Menoeceus, cited above, are directed at 
human beings fear of being dead, dying can be bad because the dying process can be 
painful. But Epicurus also had arguments for those who feared physical pain. In Kyriai 
doxai 4, he argues that the most severe pain is short and lesser pain can be tolerated,47 

 
Hershenov, A More Palatable Epicureanism, American Philosophical Quarterly, Vol. 44, No.2 (2007), pp. 
171-180; James Stacey Taylor, A full-blooded defence of full-blooded Epicureanism: responses to my 
critics, Journal of Medical Ethics, Vol. 40, Iss. 9, (2014), pp. 1-4; James Stacey Taylor, The Metaphysics and 
Ethics of Death: New Essays, (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2014); James Stacey Taylor, Death, 
Posthumous Harm, and Bioethics, (London and New York, Routledge, 2012, paperback 2014); James 
Stacey Taylor, Harming The Dead, Journal of Philosophical Research, Vol. 33, (2008), pp. 185-202; James 
Stacey Taylor, The Myth of Posthumous Harm, American Philosophical Quarterly, Vol. 42, No 4 (2005), 
pp. 311-322; Alex Voorhoeve, VIII- Epicurus on pleasure, a complete life, and death: a defence, 
Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, Vol. CXVIII, Part 3 (2018).   DOI: 10.1093/arisoc/aoy018; James 
Warren, Facing Death, Epicurus and his Critics, (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 2004); James Warren, 
Lucretius, Symmetry Arguments, and Fearing Death, Phronesis, Vol. 46, No. 4 (2001a), pp. 466-491.  
44 Epicurus, Letter to Menoeceus, in Classics of Moral and Political theory, edited by Michael L. Morgan, 
(Indianapolis/Cambridge, Hackett Publishing Company, 1992), pp. 417-419. 
45 Although in a different way than most think of hedonism today. Epicurus can be understood to 
hold that there are two types of pleasures in life. One type of pleasure is the static pleasures that 
comes from the removal of all mental and physical distress. This kind of pleasure, once achieved, 
cannot be increased. In Greek, this is the state of ataraxia and aponia. There is, however, also a second 
kind of pleasure according to Epicurus, the kinetic kind. This is pleasure one experience when doing 
pleasurable things, enjoying oneself. Epicurus advocated static pleasure as the way to a good life. This 
two-fold understanding of the Epicurean hedonism would deserve more space but that would exceed 
the limits of this article.  
46 We use the terms Epicurean, Epicureanism, and the Epicurean position interchangeably. 
47 Alex A. Long, David N. Sedley, The Hellenistic Philosophers, Vol. 1, (Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 1987), p. 115. “Pain does not last continuously in the flesh: when acute, it is there for a very 
short time, while the pain which just exceeds the pleasure in the flesh does not persist for many days; 
and chronic illnesses contain an excess of pleasure in the flesh over pain.” 
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placing supreme weight on the mental capacities for tolerating pain.48 Further, in his last 
letter, which Epicurus wrote on his deathbed while suffering what most probably would 
have described as extreme pain (with urinary retention and diphtheria), he calls it the most 
blessed day of his life, contemplating his past discussions with Diogenes Laertius.49  

A moderate Epicurean position does not necessarily imply that one should be 
indifferent to the length of one's life. An Epicurean can enjoy life and want it to continue 
but simultaneously think that death does not harm her when it occurs. It is the quality of 
life, not the quantity, that matters to an Epicurean.50 Dying sooner or dying later does not 
matter (ex-post), because when dead, nothing matters anymore. The Epicurean position, 
ultimately, is that life matters (ex-ante) and can be of value as long as it lasts.51 After death, 
the length of life does not matter: It has no value because a subject is required for anything 
to matter and to have value, but the relevant subject is no more. Therefore, the Epicurean 
question to the deprivationist may be: Why or how is it bad not living a longer life? 

Accordingly, the notion of premature death is problematic even for a moderate 
Epicurean.52 The Epicurean may simply critically ask, premature compared to what? One 
response is premature compared to average longevity. The average is what one is supposed to 
expect. However, even if the average may say something about probabilities, it is no 
guarantee. However, the actual53 trumps the probable for the Epicurean.54 To illustrate this 
idea, for the Epicurean, calling a death premature is akin to calling a piece of string too 
short: A piece of string may be too short for one's purpose (and even too long for another 
purpose), but not too short simpliciter. To call a life too short or a death premature is to 
make a comparison, which needs at least two relata. According to the Epicurean, an ended 
life has only one relatum: the actual life as it were until death. 

A comparison between the actual and the counterfactual life is, therefore, 
problematic for several reasons. First, the comparison takes place after the subject’s death, 
so the subject no longer exists.55 The deprivationist, therefore, needs to overcome the 
“missing subject” problem, that is, the subject for whom the comparison is supposed to 

 
48 Eric Brown, Politics and Society, in The Cambridge Companion to Epicureanism, edited by James Warren, 
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2009), pp. 179 -196, pp. 184-185 and p. 185., n. 22. 
49 Long and Sedley, The Hellenistic Philosophers, p. 50; Most of today's readers of Epicurus would find it, 
if not hard to believe, hard to accept for oneself the possibility of mentally blocking out painful 
sensations. In his Tusculanae Disputationes, Cicero too finds this prospect hard to accept and argues 
that he does not think philosophical insight has this kind of power. Those who have seen the pictures 
of the monk Thích Quảng Đức burning himself to death may, however, come to believe that pain can 
be mentally blocked out. 
50 Long and Sedley, The Hellenistic Philosophers, p.154. 
51 “But the wise man neither deprecates living nor fears not living. For he neither finds living irksome 
nor thinks not living an evil (…) he enjoys the pleasantest time, not the longest.” Epicurus, Letter to 
Menoeceus, in Long and Sedley, The Hellenistic Philosophers, p. 148. 
52 Nevertheless, we use it in this article to mean deaths caused by COVID-19, directly or indirectly. 
53 An interesting and underexplored issue is the relationship between Epicureanism and actualism and 
that between deprivationism and possibilism. However, a discussion of this will be outside our article's 
scope. 
54 Cfr. a similar argument in Stephen Hetherington, Where is the Harm in Dying Prematurely? An 
Epicurean Answer, Journal of Ethics 17:2013 (2013), pp. 79-97, p. 95, and John Broome, The Badness 
of Death and the Goodness of Life, The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of Death, edited by Ben Bradley, 
Fred Feldman and Jens Johansson, (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2013), pp. 218-233, p.222. 
https://doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780195388923.013.0010  
55 This may be more complicated than that. The discussion on what existence is and whether it is a 
property, as the Meinongians hold, seems to be important for this issue, but takes us away from our 
focus here. 
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matter.56 Second, the comparison is between one known relatum (the actual life as it was) 
and an unknown relatum (the counterfactual, unknown longer life).57 Whether one 
stipulates the counterfactual life to be long or short, happy or painful, does make a 
difference in this comparison. Third, death that follows a short life does not seem 
premature for the dead: No one experiences having lived a short life or having met a 
premature death.58 

For the Epicurean, life, when it ends, has been lived to its full length. There is 
nothing lost. There is no “rest life” that the Epicurean was predestined to live, but lost due 
to some unexpected incident, and therefore neither can death be premature.59 Accordingly, 
we may surmise that the main difference between Epicureanism and deprivationism does 
not concern the value of life, as both positions value life. The main difference instead relates 
to the disvalue of death: The Epicurean holds that the incident of death itself cannot have 
any prudential value, whereas the deprivationist holds that it has a negative (or sometimes 
positive) value. 

To summarize, both Epicureans and deprivationists can agree that life can be good, 
can matter, and can be valued. Moreover, they also agree that one's death can be bad for 
others and that life is neither good nor bad for the dead. Their point of disagreement relates 
to the proposition, “My death is neither bad for me when I am alive nor so when I am 
dead,” which only Epicureans accept. 

Epicureanism and Pandemic Priority-setting 

Healthcare systems have at least two fundamental goals: saving lives and improving 
quality of life.60 Vaccination and other infection-preventing or -reducing strategies have 
the same goals, but Epicurus held that death “is nothing to us.”61 Does this imply that an 
Epicurean position on death would mean a radically different pandemic attitude? It does 
not seem unreasonable to think that Epicureanism would affect considerations about 

 
56 This argument about the counterfactual life does not apply to similar arguments about a possible 
longer life. When we are alive, we normally want to keep on living if we have a life worth living. 
57 There may be high probabilities for how the counterfactual life could have been, but no certainty. I 
could say, “If I had opened the window, it would have been open,” or, “If Jones had not taken 
arsenic, he would have been in better shape than he now is” (Timothy Williamson, Knowledge of 
Counterfactuals, Royal Institute of Philosophy Supplement, 64, (2009), p. 47. 
doi:10.1017/S135824610900006X.) These examples seem to be true counterfactuals, but not so. The 
window could have been closed by the wind or somebody else, and Jones could have been killed in a 
traffic accident. This, however, brings us to a discussion of another exciting field of philosophy which 
exceeds the scope of this article. 
58 Rhys Southan, Life has value, but Non-Existence Does Not: In Defence of the Epicurean Reconciliation Strategy, 
[Master's thesis], (The University of Oxford, 2018), pp. 19-27. 
https://ora.ox.ac.uk/objects/uuid:2613a24b-325a-4259-a46b-
52295590d963/download_file?file_format=pdf&safe_filename=Rhys-Southan-Epicurean-
Reconciliation-Strategy-BPhil-Thesi.pdf&type_of_work=Thesis  
59 Even if the future is open, it manifests itself as we move along the timeline and then becomes fixed. 
Possibilities become actuals and counterfactuals. There are, however, those who argue that an 
Epicurean can hold that a certain death is premature, i.e., when it comes before one has reached the 
state of ataraxia; see, e.g., Hetherington (2013). We cannot follow up on that here. 
60 Carl Tollef Solberg and Espen Gamlund, The badness of death and priorities in health, BMC Medical 
Ethics 17:21, (2016), pp. 1-9. DOI 10.1186/s12910-016-0104-6 
61 Epicurus, Letter to Menoeceus, in Classics of Moral and Political theory, p. 417. 
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prolonging lives. For instance, the philosophy might imply that morbidity reduction 
should receive higher priority than mortality reduction.62 

As shown in the previous section, Epicurus directed his philosophy on death at 
removing the fear of being dead, which he saw as a disturbance that made people's lives 
less pleasurable. We argue that if accepted, this idea of removing the fear of being dead 
would also imply reducing the fear of dying, as it would be irrational to fear something 
that in itself is not bad (letter to Menoeceus).63 This Epicurean line of thinking might also 
imply that mourning the deaths of others for their sake is irrational. Precisely, Epicurus 
argued that at the death of one's friend, one should not mourn, but instead reflect upon the 
time they had together.64 He further argued that physical pain could be handled through 
mentally focusing on pleasurable memories. As shown in the previous section (f.n. 49), this 
feat may be possible, although not reachable for most people. Therefore, avoiding pain 
remains essential. Nevertheless, this does not conflict with an Epicurean understanding of 
how to live one's life. Moreover, even in an Epicurean understanding, we hold that an aim 
of avoiding pain is true for entire communities, not just for oneself or one's friends. As 
Long and Sedley argue, the Epicurean philosophy on justice, friendship, and social 
institutions “[F]oreshadows Mill as well as Bentham in justifying courses of action and 
social practices by reference to their utility in promoting pleasure and diminishing pain, 
for communities as well as for the individual that compose them.”65 

In an Epicurean society, anxieties and fears can be handled with the support of 
friends and with the mental capacity to focus on more pleasurable experiences. Although 
it is hard to accept that intense pain can be blocked out mentally, it is relatively easy to 
think that the fears and anxieties associated with the pandemic might feel less burdensome 
with the support of family and friends.66 

To summarize, the challenges in a pandemic situation—the fear of dying 
prematurely, the fear of others (one's family and friends) dying prematurely, and the fear 
of a painful ending caused by COVID-19 infection—can be met through accepting 
Epicurean philosophy. Epicurus would probably hold the effects of lockdowns and 
restrictions, including isolation, to be rather less serious if he could be in isolation with his 
friends. In fact, he argued for a kind of isolated life among his philosopher friends, shielded 
from the disturbances of the world outside his garden walls, since living such a life would 
be the best way to achieve aponia and ataraxia. 

Parallels Between Epicureanism and Utilitarianism 

Could the Epicurean strategies for a good life be identified with the utilitarian strategies 
recommended by Savulescu et al., namely, that “maximizing what is good for all is all there 

 
62 Carl Tollef Solberg, Epicurean Challenges to the Disvalue of Death, in Saving People from the Harm of 
Death, edited by Espen Gamlund and Carl Tollef Solberg, (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2019), 
Ch. 6, p.11. DOI: 10.1093/oso/9780190921415.003.0007. 
63 Long and Sedley, The Hellenistic Philosophers, pp. 149-150. 
64 Anna B. Christensen, Epicureans on Friendship, Politics, and Community, in the Routledge Handbook 
of Hellenistic Philosophy, edited by Kelly Arenson, (New York and London, Routledge, Taylor and 
Francis Books, 2020), Ch. 25, pp. 307-318, p. 313. 
65 Long and Sedley, The Hellenistic Philosophers, p. 134. 
66 Emily Austin, Epicurus on Sense-Experience and the Fear of Death, in the Routledge Handbook of 
Hellenistic Philosophy, edited by Kelly Arenson, (New York and London, Routledge, Taylor and Francis 
Books, 2020), Ch. 14, pp. 171-183, pp. 181-182. 
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is to morality”?67 Utilitarianism focuses on increasing happiness and decreasing pain in the 
whole population, which relates to the pandemic strategy. It seems plausible that by 
reducing pain and suffering for as many as possible, the result is also an increase in 
happiness.68 For Epicurus, his views on pleasure, pain, friendship, justice, and society 
would have been sufficient to make him adopt a positive attitude toward vaccination 
strategies against COVID-19, regardless of their compatibility with utilitarianism.   

Whether Epicurus's philosophy can be seen as compatible with utilitarianism is 
not straightforward. On the one hand, some hold that Epicurus's egoistic hedonism, and 
his advocation of isolation from society and politics, make this less obvious. Malte 
Hossenfelder, for instance, argues that for Epicurus, it is all about his own pleasure, and 
the consideration of others is only to further this aim.69 Phillip Mitsis, referring to Guyau's 
readiness to form associations between Epicurus's ethical concerns and those of his own 
contemporaries, finds more differences than similarities and suggests that such 
comparisons may be misleading.70 Scarre, in his discussion of Epicurus and utilitarianism, 
argues that Epicurus, judging from his advice to withdraw from the turmoil of the world, 
does not seem to support utilitarianism.71 However, he also argues that one may 
understand Mill as holding that utilitarianism and Epicureanism were, in essential 
respects, the same. 

Although Scarre does not accept Epicurus as a utilitarian, he accepts that 
Epicurus's ethics had much in common with utilitarianism. First and foremost, Epicurus 
took a consequentialist approach to right and wrong, judging whether some action made 
life better or worse. Further, he seems to have been critical of deontological constraints.72 
His ethics also resembles utilitarian principles in that both stress the value of pleasure over 
pain.73 However, Scarre finds it challenging to identify Epicurus with utilitarianism since 
Epicurus's focus on ataraxia contradicts the promotion of public welfare.74 Julia Annas 
argues that “Epicurean hedonism is agent- rather than act-centered,” because his 
philosophy concerns only how to live life (virtuously), not which actions to engage in to 
maximize happiness and minimize pain for all.75 Gianni Paganini, discussing the neo-
Epicureanism of Pierre Gassendi, holds that Gassendi always centered on the individual, 
not on the utilitarian principle of maximizing happiness for the greatest number of people, 
even when included in a community.76 

 
67 Savulescu et al. Utilitarianism and the pandemic, p. 621. 
68 Ibid. p. 630. 
69 Malte Hossenfelder, Epikur, (München, Verlag C.B. Beck, 1991) p. 144 (..sie fehlt vollständig in 
Epikurs strikt egoistischem Hedonismus, dem es aussliesslich um die eigene Lust geht und die 
Rücksicht auf andere  nur Mittel zu diesem Zweck ist.). 
70 Phillip Mitsis, Epicurus’ Ethical Theory, The Pleasures of Invulnerability, (Ithaca and London, Cornell 
University Press 1988) p. 12 and f.n. 5. 
71 Geoffrey Scarre, Epicurus as a Forerunner of Utilitarianism, Utilitas Vol. 6, No. 2 (1994), pp. 219-
231. (But it is, of course, an exciting point that isolation in the pandemic has been an instrument for 
preventing the spreading of infection and therefore is well in line with the utilitarian value of reducing 
pain because it is in the best interest of all.) 
72 Ibid., p. 225. 
73 Ibid., p. 226. 
74 Ibid., p. 228. 
75 Julia Annas, Epicurus on Pleasure and Happiness, in Philosophical Topics, Ancient Greek Philosophy, Vol. 
15, No. 2, (1987), pp. 5-21, p. 16. https://www.jstor.org//stable/43154002  
76 Gianni Paganini, Early Modern Epicureanism: Gassendi and Hobbes in Dialogue on Psychology, 
Ethics, and Politics, in Oxford Handbook of Epicurus and Epicureanism, edited by Philip Mitsis, (Oxford, 
Oxford University Press, 2020), Ch. 26, pp. 1- 44, p. 21. DOI:  
10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199744213.013.26 
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Norman Wentworth De Witt, on the other hand, holds Epicurus to be an altruistic 
hedonist and a utilitarian in ethics.77 Guyau argues that Epicurean egoistic hedonism is not 
incompatible with utilitarianism and proposes that Epicurus's egoism should be called 
“philanthropic egoism” (philantropischen Egoismus).78 The reason for his idea that egoism 
and utilitarianism are compatible is, according to Ágúst Bjarnason, grounded in Guyau's 
view of life itself: that life, in its essence, is such that it is altruistic.79 

Long, in two papers, argues that since Epicurus's philosophy seeks to promote the 
greatest happiness of the greatest number, it should be seen as utilitarian.80 He moreover 
dubs Epicurus a great multiplier of happiness,81 holding Epicurus to be “the hoariest 
forerunner” of utilitarianism.82 Long's compelling arguments—referring to Epicurus's 
educational mission, his philanthropy, Lucretius's praise of him as the savior of humanity, 
Seneca's references to Epicurus's maxims addressed to everyone, and the inscriptions by 
Diogenes of Oenoanda for the benefit of his fellow citizens83—make one justified in 
accepting Epicurus as someone who would support utilitarian ideas of promoting the most 
pleasure and least pain for everyone.84 This view is also in line with Greenblatt's 
understanding of Thomas More's opinion that “It would not be enough for Epicureanism 
to enlighten a small elite in a walled garden; it would have to apply to society as a whole.”85 

Utilitarianism differs in several ways from Epicureanism. In addition to the 
differences already mentioned, Epicurus does not mention the possibility of interpersonal 
aggregation—not within his garden among his friends and not in society at large. Although 
he did care for the well-being of his friends and directed his therapeutic arguments at them, 
he may not have had a theory of aggregation, at least not to our knowledge.  

Evidently, there are different opinions on Epicureanism versus utilitarianism, and 
no one can be certain what Epicurus would have thought of utilitarianism. Although the 
crucial utilitarian notion of interpersonal aggregation of pleasure and pain seems to be 
lacking in Epicurean philosophy and thereby makes it difficult to identify Epicureanism 
with utilitarianism, we think we have established (or at least made it plausible) that 
Epicurus did have concerns about others' well-being and happiness, although perhaps not 
in the utilitarian understanding of aggregating pleasure or pain. Moreover, we find it 
intuitively obvious that he would support the modern healthcare system, including 

 
77 Norman Wentworth de Witt, Epicurus and his Philosophy, (Minneapolis, University of Minnesota 
Press, 1954), pp. 8 and 297. (“This shifting of the good and the evil in conduct from the action to the 
effect and the emphasis upon the advantage and the disadvantage marks Epicurus as a utilitarian in 
ethics”). 
78 Jean-Marie Guyau, Die englische Ethik der Gegenwart, translated by A. Pevsner, (Leipzig, Alfred Kröner 
Verlag, 1914), p. 34. 
79 Agust Bjarnaon, Jean-Marie Guyau, En fremstilling og en kritik af hans filosofi, (København og Kristiania 
Gyldendalske Boghandel, Nordisk Forlag, 1911), p. 88. 
80 Alex A. Long, Pleasure and Social Utility: The Virtues of Being Epicurean, in From Epicurus to 
Epictetus: Studies in Hellenistic and Roman Philosophy, (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2007), Ch. 9, 
81 Alex A. Long, Epicureanism and Utilitarianism, in Oxford Handbook of Epicurus and Epicureanism, 
edited by Philip Mitsis, (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2020), Ch. 9, pp. 1-22, p. 16. DOI: 
10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199744213.013.28 
82 Ibid., p. 1. 
83 Ibid., p. 15. 
84 See also Long and Sedley, The Hellenistic Philosophers, p. 134, where they argue that “…he also 
foreshadows Mill as well as Bentham in justifying courses of action and social practices by reference to 
their utility in promoting pleasure and diminishing pain, for communities as well as for the individuals 
that compose them.” 
85 Greenblatt (2011), p. 230. 
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vaccination and other governmental actions for preventing suffering, as such actions do 
not presuppose the aggregation principle.86  

One could ask whether the vaccination priorities would be different if suffering 
were not to be followed by death, that is, if COVID-19 never caused anybody to die. That 
seems unlikely, since these deaths often follow extensive suffering. Thus, it seems that even 
from an Epicurean perspective, risk groups would have had the priority, not to avoid 
deaths, but to avoid suffering. Furthermore, hospitals would still have had to reserve 
capacity for expected COVID-19 patients and thus to hold the treatment of other patients. 
From a utilitarian perspective, this would seem to be a very bad scenario, irrespective of 
the number of deaths.  

The pandemic, however, also had other severe effects. First, deaths caused by 
COVID-19 infection or by the lockdowns are, from an Epicurean understanding, of no 
importance for the dead (the self-regarding effects are nil), but the other-regarding effects 
are high when many additional deaths occur (additional compared to the statistically 
normal number of deaths). Family, friends, and society are severely affected, and the well-
being of those affected is reduced. Second, lockdown measures reduce the well-being of 
everybody, and those not infected may be even more than those infected, because they do 
not understand or accept the importance of preventing infections from spreading. 

In a late phase of the pandemic, the focus shifted from the number of deaths to 
these other-regarding effects (at least in Norway)—not because the badness of death was 
no longer accepted, but because it became obvious that all societal effects outweighed the 
steadily reduced risk of being infected followed by severe illness or death, occurring in 
smaller and smaller groups (of mostly unvaccinated persons). This shifting of the weight 
follows from utilitarian aggregation. It seems that the deaths caused by COVID-19 
gradually became part of the unofficial deaths outside the media's focus. 

From an Epicurean position, life's quality is of supreme importance. What this 
means for a vaccination strategy is that avoidance of suffering should take priority.87 Thus, 
the most effective strategy would be the one that affords top priority to the most 
vulnerable—the oldest with comorbidities—as this group, if infected, has the highest 
probability of getting severely sick. This is the same group that had the highest priority 
because they also had the highest probability of death from infection. To prioritize the most 
vulnerable thus reconciles the Epicurean and non-Epicurean positions on choosing the best 
vaccine strategy. 

Potential Implications for Pandemic Priority-setting—and Beyond 

What would it be like to live an Epicurean life during the pandemic? Epicurus compared 
philosophy to medicine and the philosopher to the medical doctor.88 Thus, philosophy is 

 
86 And possibly, premature deaths, cfr. Hetherington, Where is the Harm in Dying Prematurely?  
based on Warren, Facing death. Epicurus and his Critics, pp. 109–159. He argues that dying before having 
attained ataraxia can be what should be called premature death. Not because death is bad, but because 
life at the time of death without ataraxia is bad. We will not follow up on that here. 
87 This presupposes not the utilitarian premise that pain and pleasure can be aggregated but just that 
more people will be prevented from experiencing severe suffering. 
88 Voula Tsouna, Epicurean therapeutic strategies, in The Cambridge Companion to Epicureanism, 
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2009), Ch. 14, p. 249.  
Martha Nussbaum, Therapeutic arguments: Epicurus and Aristotle, in The Norms of Nature, Studies in 
Hellenistic ethics, edited by Malcolm Schofield and Gisela Striker, (Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 1986/1988), Ch. 2, pp. 31-74. 
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therapeutic, and in the Epicurean understanding, the objective is to remove whatever 
disturbs the soul—either mentally or physically. While this Epicurean philosophy supports 
the vaccination strategy used during COVID-19, it could also have implications beyond 
the pandemic. Acceptance of the Epicurean philosophy of death would allow rebalancing 
palliative care versus medical treatment, as recommended in the Commission report and 
by Brownlee et al. (f.n. 5 and 7). The Commission points out that by the end of 2021, there 
were signs that governments had attempted to reduce only the number of deaths and not 
the amount of suffering. Their focus had been more on ventilators and intensive care and 
less on palliative care. Furthermore, anxiety about death and dying seemed to have 
increased.89 

During the pandemic, the media focused on the number of people dying of 
COVID-19 or, sometimes, with COVID-19, but not on the number of deaths due to most 
other cases. Generally, the media directs our attention to deaths that deviate from the 
“normal,” for example, murders, accidents, suicides, mass killings, deaths of women and 
children, and deaths caused by sickness or infection. While media outlets usually seek to 
grab the attention of their readers and viewers, in the case of the COVID-19 pandemic, they 
did so, apparently neglecting the possible anxiety that strategy could cause in parts of 
society. 

To an Epicurean, all deaths, for the dead, are of the same nonvalue, regardless of 
cause, age, or gender. A more relaxed, or should we say Epicurean, attitude toward death 
could potentially have reduced the fear and anxiety among many, especially at the 
beginning of the pandemic. An Epicurean COVID-19 strategy could also have involved 
fewer restrictions; the denial of close relatives from being with the dying during their last 
hours is an especially terrible example of the impacts of such restrictions.90 

However, the Epicurean project to alleviate the fear of death—a deep-rooted, 
probably evolutionary trait—has still not found much success more than 2000 years after 
Epicurus. Nevertheless, genuine acceptance of death as nothing to be feared could mean 
happier lives for many who dread death. Today, with technical possibilities not even 
dreamt of in antiquity, the chances of influencing people are better than ever before. 
Therefore, helping people realize that they should not let the thought of death make their 
lives worse should be possible.91 

 
89 Lancet Commission, p. 3. 
90 Sweden initially accepted more COVID-19 deaths, for the benefit of keeping society, and 
importantly schools, open. However, it has been placed among the nations with the least excess 
deaths in Europe. See Emma Frans (2022) for a balanced/positive comment 
(https://theconversation.com/did-swedens-controversial-covid-strategy-pay-off-in-many-ways-it-did-
but-it-let-the-elderly-down-188338) and Nele Brusselaers et al. (2022) (for a critical evaluation, 
focusing on the number of excess deaths. (Evaluation of science advice during the COVID-19 
pandemic in Sweden, Humanities and Social Sciences Communications, 2022. 
https://doi.org/10.1057/s41599-022-01097-5) 
91 There is a debate in the philosophy-of-death literature on whether the dead has interests. We do not 
comment on that here, but we do note that intuitions regarding dead bodies may prevent the use of 
tissues, organs, cells, DNA, and other biomaterials obtained from the dead—a use that could be of 
great significance for the living. Ultimately, accepting the nonexistence of the dead and accepting the 
nonidentification of the dead body with the former living person could possibly be very significant for 
different areas in healthcare. John Harris, Doing Posthumous Harm, in The Metaphysics and Ethics of 
Death: New Essays, edited by James Stacey Taylor, (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2013), Ch. 12, pp. 
1-8. DOI: 0.1093/acprof.oso/9780199751136.003.0012 
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Conclusion 

Our aims with this article were to study the relationship between Epicureanism and 
pandemic priority-setting and to compare Epicureanism with utilitarianism. We 
highlighted the Lancet Commission's arguments for a more balanced view on death and 
suffering, not least since the pandemic has given the number of deaths a prominent place 
in the media and in the worldwide strategies for dealing with it. We cited the WHO SAGE 
framework (2020), Emmanuel et al.'s article on the fair allocation of scarce medical 
resources (2020), a Norwegian expert group's advice on the prioritization of vaccines 
(2020), and Savulescu et al.'s (2020) article on utilitarianism and the pandemic as examples 
of the current thinking on the prioritization of COVID-19 vaccines. We further showed that 
pandemic strategies have been focused on reducing the risk of deaths, contrary to 
Epicureanism, and then broadened the scope of our inquiry to consider other effects of the 
pandemic than the number of deaths, such as suffering, societal effects, and the reduction 
of well-being. We started out with the hypotheses that Epicureanism’s non-value of death 
and utilitarianism’s principles of maximizing pleasure and minimizing pain would 
converge in agreeing that pandemic strategies have had the wrong focus and priorities. 
After arguing that Epicurus could have supported utilitarian ideas, we discussed balancing 
morbidity, mortality, and well-being. We argued that, at some point, other effects outweigh 
the badness of deaths. However, since preventing these other effects, especially suffering 
caused by infection, would require the same governmental actions as taken during the 
pandemic, an Epicurean position would not necessarily have led to a different pandemic 
strategy. However, instead of only following the number of deaths in their reports, 
governments should have put more weight on the effects of restrictions and lockdowns on 
total well-being. 

The experiences from the pandemic strategies based on an Epicurean background, 
is that although an Epicurean might accept the strategies used by governments, they would 
probably have preferred fewer restrictions, focused more on palliative care and less on the 
number of deaths, and adapted the media coverage to reduce the general fear and anxiety. 

The fear of death has implications for personal happiness as well as for 
prioritizations in pandemics and more broadly, in the way of thinking in the whole health-
care system. We have pointed to an unbalance between resources used for curative versus 
palliative care. Accepting death as part of life, not to be feared and not to be avoided at any 
price, but to be weighed against quality of life and what is in the best interest of the patient, 
would give us a more rational, and sometimes even a more caring health care system. 
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